
 

ABSTRACT 

ZHENQIAN, ZHANG. Design of On-chip Bus of Heterogeneous 3DIC Micro-processors 
(Under the direction of Dr. Paul D. Franzon). 

 

The three-dimensional integrated circuit (3DIC) addresses the challenges of interconnect 

scaling, which is a substantial performance factor of the system-on-chip as the advancement 

of silicon technologies, by stacking designs in vertical direction. The logic-on-logic stacking 

reveals promising prospects on improving the integration and energy consumption of the 

processor-centric system. However, obstacles such as the cross-tier synchronization and the 

topology of backbone bus in deep 3D integration are still to be studied well. 

This dissertation describes two bus applications that are uniquely motivated by the benefits 

of dense bonding pitch of 3DIC techniques. Firstly, the Face-to-face bus is proposed aiming to 

establish fast thread migration between micro-processor cores on adjacent physical tiers. 

Compared with the available solution of thread migration such as ARM big-LITTLE, the fast 

thread migration largely mitigates the migration overhead, and helps achieve a shorter 

migration interval by bypassing the transfer latency of memory hierarchy. To solve the 

challenge of clock-domain-crossing, a structure named as teleport-register-file featuring clock 

gating and switching is introduced. Compared with the existing synchronization approaches, 

the teleport-register-file is further customized to meet the characteristic of thread migration, 

resulting in the anticipated saving of area from 19% - 50%. The proposed bus is implemented 

in the 130 nm two-tier 3D tape-out. The energy consumption is measured as 0.12- 0.23 pJ / bit 

based on the post-layout results, and the bus throughput is 539 Gbps / mm2. 

Secondly, the Face-to-back bus is presented featuring post-silicon-stacking, which expands 

the methodology of reusable IP to reusable dies. The post-silicon-stacking shows great 



 

potential to facilitate the time from design to production substantially, by mitigating the efforts 

in back-end design and validation, and providing full scalability of stacked dies. To solve the 

challenges of arbitration, a modular arbitration unit, featuring a mix of local pre-arbitration and 

global token ring handshaking is introduced, which shows satisfactory arbitrating efficiency 

and bus utilization rate as the increment of serving components. An experiment containing four 

logical tiers is implemented in the 130 nm two-tier tape-out, and the performance is evaluated 

in various configurations using a BIST structure to feed vectors. 

Further, the timing verification of the available 3D physical design flow is investigated, 

featuring the 3D clock tree balance and stack level static timing analysis, both of which are 

friendly to the 2D development platform. The proposed procedure of clock tree synthesis 

considers the cross-tier skews, and covers the mismatch by adjusting the topology of local 

clock tree and inserting delay elements. Moreover, the static timing analysis in the stack level 

is introduced to judge the timing metrics of the routed layouts and measure the scenario of 

inter-tier variation. This is important as the design is done with a 2D place and route tool that 

is not aware of inter-tier variations. Analysis results prove that the implemented two-tier stack 

passes the timing checks with the applied enhancements. 
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Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

Three-dimensional integrated circuit (3DIC) addresses the challenges of interconnect 

scaling by stacking designs in vertical direction [1]. The 3D stacking reduces the interconnect 

length and decreases the associated power consumption. Furthermore, it allows higher data 

bandwidth from large vertical channel density [2], which especially benefits a design like the 

processor-centric system. 

These benefits motivate two promising applications regarding the 3D logic-on-logic 

stacking, which is still to be explored in depth [3]. First, the fast thread migration between 

heterogeneous micro-processors permits dynamic processor-workload matching and leads to 

improved power efficiency. The budget of interconnect is a bottleneck in the 2D topology; 

contrarily, the 3D face-to-face technique provides large and power-efficient throughput by the 

use of high-density face-to-face bonding technologies. Cross-tier thread migration is achieved 

by retrieving the snapshot of architectural states from the pipeline and transferring between the 

tightly coupled cores in parallel, which anticipates less migration latency than the existing 

approaches like ARM big-LITTLE clustered switching technology. 

Secondly, by placing uniform face-to-back through-silicon-via (TSV) pattern and 

handshaking protocol during the design process, heterogeneous dies are compatibly stacked 
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and form vertical shared bus channel after fabrication, named post-silicon-stacking. This shows 

great potential to move from widely utilized reusable IPs to reusable dies, and reduce the time 

from design to production substantially. 

The 3D logic-on-logic stacking raises challenges on clock tree synthesis across tiers. 

Considering 3D clock tree is still to be well-supported by electronic design automation (EDA) 

tools, we anticipate a cross-tier clock domain orienting from the same clock root to be 

asynchronous after the independent clock tree synthesis in each tier. The systematic clock 

skew, due to different insertion delay and inter-die process variation, may violate the efforts of 

timing closure in the physical design, and it requires thorough enhancements on the available 

back-end flow that is lack of timing verification of cross-tier paths. 

Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume the heterogeneous components across the stack 

operate asynchronously. It is critical to solve the clock-domain-crossing (CDC) challenge of 

the fast thread migration efficiently without violating the benefits from 3D stacking. Similarly, 

the conventional synchronous arbitration approaches suffer performance degradation when 

being applied on post-silicon-stacking as the synchronization among multiple clock domains 

is required. 

Another challenge in the post-silicon-stacking scheme is the arbitration topology. The 

existing approaches for shared bus do not scale well as the number of on-chip components 

increases. A distributed arbitration that performs well-controlled latency scaling is essential to 

the overall performance of the modular backbone bus. 
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1.2. Contribution 

In this work, a bus structure to meet the unique requirement of high throughput parallel 

thread migration between stacked heterogeneous micro-processors is implemented. The 

proposed structure, named the “Face-to-face (F2F) bus”, deeply couples with the pipeline 

within the micro-processor to bypass the transfer latency of memory hierarchy as compared 

with the conventional software-based thread migration. To address the CDC challenge, a 

teleport-register-file (TRF) structure, utilizing clock gating and switching techniques to 

synchronize the transferring data, is introduced. Simultaneous bi-directional migration is 

supported and either a smaller footprint or a less transfer latency is achieved when compared 

with other existing synchronization approaches. 

Secondly, a face-to-back based shared backbone bus solution, specially tuned for the 

modular 3DIC post-silicon-stacking is presented. The proposed Face-to-back (F2B) bus allows 

multiple parallel channels to be shared among the on-chip components, which is uniquely 

endorsed by the dense connection pitch of the face-to-back TSV bonding technology. To 

resolve the challenges of arbitration, an innovative on-chip bus assignment strategy based on 

a modular arbitration unit is developed. Instead of being managed by the global arbiter, all 

initiators handshake via the local modular arbitration unit to find an idle channel self-

adaptively, by acquiring and broadcasting the status of bus allocation through a dedicated token 

ring vertically mapped into all stacked tiers. 

Moreover, several challenges raised up in the physical design process of the proposed two-

tier face-to-face bonding stack are explored, and augmentations of timing verification towards 
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the existing physical design flow are applied. A procedure to achieve the timing closure across 

tiers is presented, which is friendly to the widely utilized 2D physical design environment. The 

procedure of static timing analysis of 3D stack is also discussed, aiming to cover the inter-die 

process variation. The tape-out of a two-tier face-to-face bonding stack is completed with stack 

level timing closure being achieved. 

1.3. Organization 

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the backgrounds of the 

proposed F2F bus aimed at the fast thread migration. The importance of reducing the transfer 

latency is analyzed and the state-of-art solutions are presented. Since the F2F bus is expected 

to handle the asynchronous clock domains between the micro-processor hosts, the 

conventional CDC approaches are evaluated to justify the necessity of the TRF, which better 

meets the requirement of fast thread migration. As for the F2B bus for post-silicon-stacking, 

multiple methods of on-chip communication are reviewed. The limitation on the existing 

approaches motivates the development of modular arbitration for the multiple parallel shared 

bus, with the features of full scalability and EDA-friendliness.  

The details of the F2F bus for fast thread migration are presented in Chapter 3. Firstly, the 

controller and handshaking signals are discussed, followed by a comprehensive timing analysis 

of the TRF to judge the contributing items in the timing constraints. The results within the 2D 

and 3D tape-out are reported. 

In Chapter 4, the F2B bus, aiming to support the post-silicon-stacking is discussed. The 

modular arbitration unit that is essential to achieve the scalable topology is illustrated. The data 
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interfaces are designed to establish asynchronous data transfer, and the built-in-self-testing 

modules are introduced to create various settings to the on-chip experiments. The post-layout 

results of the proposed bus in the 3D tape-out are reported, and the performance of the modular 

arbitration is characterized. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the timing verification in the back-end flow to solve the specific 

challenges raised by the limited EDA support of 3D stacking. To achieve the timing closure of 

the experiments requiring cross-tier synchronization, the clock tree synthesis in the baseline 

physical design flow of the two-tier stack is enhanced. The stack level static timing analysis is 

also developed to evaluate the timing correctness. A case study of different styles of clock 

delivery for the F2F bus is reported. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation by 

summarizing the contributions. 
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Backgrounds 

2.1. Fast thread migration of heterogeneous multi-core 

processors 

Thread migration techniques reveal great potential for achieving power savings and 

delivering high performance, by moving the workloads to the appropriate heterogeneous cores, 

thus exploiting the benefits from a diversity of micro-architectures. Simulation results [4] have 

shown that the fine-grained thread migration brings more benefits than the coarse-grained 

thread migration. Figure 2.1 shows the benefits achieved in a micro-processor with two diverse 

cores. The profiling benchmarks show that programs are migrated between the cores while 

keeping the performance to within 5% of always running on the complex core. Higher 

utilization of simple core results in an overall improvement of energy consumption. The 

simulation results illustrate that the utilization of the little core increases as the decrement of 

migration interval, which is explained by the fact that more segments of workload are 

discovered, where the simple core performs similarly with the complex one. 
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Figure 2.1 Little core utilization with various migration intervals [4] 

  

It is worth noting that the simulation supposes no migration overhead, while the fine-

grained thread migration is very sensitive to the migration penalty, which is mainly contributed 

by draining and refilling the pipeline, transferring the architectural states, and migration 

induced misses and misprediction. Conventionally, the transfer of architectural states is 

conducted by software-based approaches. By dumping the necessary contents defined within 

the instruction set architecture (ISA) into the shared memory resources, the operating-system 

scheduler is capable of resuming the thread at the targeting micro-processor core. It is expected 

that the memory walls in the memory hierarchy contribute unneglectable latency during 

transfer, which dominates the direct overheads of thread migration. 
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Figure 2.2 Topology of ARM big-LITTLE thread migration [6] 

 

ARM big-LITTLE technology [5] has been released and multiple commercial products 

have been implemented with it. The clustered switching approach maps the processor into 

clusters of big (Cortex A15) and little (Cortex A7) with identical number of cores. The 

scheduler conducts migration between the clusters when the workload on the processor triggers 

the threshold of migration, such as overheat, and higher expectation of throughputs. The 

architectural states are transferred through the cache coherent interconnect. It takes around 

20,000 cycles to complete the migration or 2,000 instructions to store and resume the 

architectural states [6]. Since the migrating threads need to pass through the L2 shared cache 

network, the big and little cores are not tightly coupled, and noticeable latency is observed 

during migration. 

Besides the proposed F2F bus described in Chapter 3, an approach of fast and scalable 
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thread migration is reported in [7]. The presented solution implements a network of FIFOs to 

exchange the migrating data between the core clusters. Moreover, the feature of selective 

thread migration is revealed, which implies that the migration scheduler decides to transfer a 

subset of micro-architectural states in the series of ping-pong migration because the rest of 

registers are not modified during the operating interval. Such optimization further compresses 

the transfer latency, especially as the reduction of migration interval. However, the network of 

FIFOs is not as efficient as the deeply customized F2F bus, which is analyzed in detail in 

Chapter 2.2. Furthermore, the silicon implementation is still to be reported. 

2.2. Clock-domain-crossing 

Flip-flop based synchronizer is one of the most common techniques to achieve the 

synchronization, and several derivatives have been proposed. An enable-based 

synchronization technique [8], assuming data is stable when the arrival of enable signal could 

solve the CDC issues. Semiat and Ginosar [9], analyzed several multi-synchronous and 

plesiochronous synchronizers. However, we find these design approaches do not exactly meet 

the needs in fast thread migration. In the scenario of simultaneous bi-directional migration, the 

hardware budget is doubled, because the initiator cannot be swapped until the acknowledge 

signals are received. This also affects the Globally-asynchronous-locally-synchronous 

approach reported in [10]. 

Asynchronous first-in-first-out (FIFO) is another promising solution of CDC in the 

proposed system. There are separate read and write clocks, and the data are synchronized based 

on the designed tolerance of phase difference. The conventional dual-clock FIFO consists of a 
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RAM structure to buffer the in-flight data, read and write counters located in accordance with 

the direction of the FIFO, as well as the pessimistic synchronized copies of the counters on the 

opposite side. The counters index the pending data within the FIFO, and the CDC challenges 

are overcome by applying a two-stage flip-flop synchronizer on the gray-coded counters. More 

details were reported in [12]. As for other styles of FIFO, Greenstreet proposed a self-timed 

FIFO, namely STARI [11], which compensates the clock skew of the clock sources. 

The limitation of asynchronous FIFO for the presented system is that the FIFO-based 

approach is more suitable for consecutive data flow, while the fast thread migration implies 

burst transfer. The planned thread migration mechanism assumes that the micro-architectural 

states are buffered before the request of migration is initiated. Consequently, the depth of the 

FIFO should be same as the maximum size of the thread, which jeopardizes the advantage of 

FIFO requiring smaller size of buffering to match the gap between writing and reading speeds. 

Further, considering the previously discussed feature of selective thread migration, as well as 

the fact that exporting threads are established by out-of-order executed instruction stream, the 

FIFO-based solution shows limited abilities of tracking the transferring content. The 

handshaking between the clock domains is done by the read and write counters tracing the 

available data. Consequently, the out-of-order and undetermined count of transferring micro-

architectural states requires additional indexing bits which are proportional to the definition of 

ISA, as well as handshaking signals broadcasting during thread migration. In the case of 

Fabscalar [4] fast thread migration, the FIFO approach requires additional 19% of storage 

elements as compared with the proposed F2F bus. 

In addition, since one advantage of the thread migration is to achieve better tradeoff 
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between power and performance, it is reasonable to assume that the core is in sleep mode and 

the register file is erased after the thread is transferred. In order to achieve the selective thread 

migration, the candidate transferring structure should hold the threads to facilitate the next 

consecutive transfer. The intrinsic counter of FIFO suffers worse abilities to manage such 

incoming stream of micro-architectural states because it is difficult to replace the out-of-date 

contents upon the resources in hand.  

In summary, although the conventional synchronization techniques are mature and widely 

utilized, they do not satisfy the unique requirements of the fast thread migration, which should 

be suitable for burst transaction, and good handling of out-of-order and selective thread 

migration. The proposed F2F bus fulfills the objective by introducing the TRF, and will be 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.3. Solution of scalable 3D backbone interconnect  

2.3.1. 3D network-on-chip and crossbar 

Several scalable solutions to achieving 3D network-on-chip (NoC) are explored in [13-17]. 

NoC solutions are very promising in the scheme of post-silicon-stacking because of the non-

central arbitration and uniform interface. However, we consider there are several advantages 

of multiple parallel shared bus and make it attractive, while the related research is still to be 

explored. 

First, the transfer latency in the NoC scheme depends on the number of routers within the 

path. The congestion is worse if the initiator and target are physically far away on-chip, since 
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the stacked chip becomes more complicated as more hops pass through. Moreover, the vertical 

connection of 3D symmetric NoC hop results in two vertical ports, thus a larger crossbar 

network. The optimizations such as 3D NoC-Bus Hybrid mesh architecture reported in 

[18][19], and the hybrid structure named HIBS, which combines the feature of NoC and 

pipeline-based bus presented in [20], still do not hide this inherent disadvantage of NoC-based 

designs. 

Secondly, packet-based routing restricts a more uniform data format, which challenges the 

heterogeneous post-silicon-stacking implementation. As for the shared bus option, once the 

maximum width is satisfied, the initiator and target have more flexibility in codec and transfer 

protocol. 

 

Figure 2.3 3D methodology of AMBA AXI [21] 

 

A 3D methodology for implementing an ABMA AXI bus was reported in [21]. The authors 

proposed a TSV-aware AXI bridge to expand the data links from 2D to neighboring stacked 

tiers. This approach sticks within the crossbar scheme without full utilization of dense TSV 

pitch, and a hardware implementation is still to be reported. 

A token-ring based crossbar was reported in [22], which implies the similar arbitration 
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rationale as proposed in the Face-to-back bus in Chapter 4. The requests from each sender are 

inserted into the token ring of the daisy-chained style to generate the winner towards the output 

port. However, by furtherly exploring the implementation details, it is found that the reported 

design lacks pre-arbitration filtering as of the F2B bus, which results in a much deeper token 

ring and a higher probability of request collision as the increment of on-chip initiators. 

Moreover, the proposed design requires a fully customized design, which complicates the 

validation process and reusability.  

2.3.2. Shared bus 

In the scheme of post-silicon-stacking, the most obvious challenge of the shared bus is the 

arbitration topology. Conventionally, the shared bus possesses a global arbiter to collect the 

requests from the transaction initiator and allocate the bus channels. The post-silicon-stacking 

motivates the feature of plug-n-play aiming to establish a fully scalable environment, which 

conflicts with the existing global arbitration approach: 

1) Physical location of the global arbiter. To fit the purpose of post-silicon-stacking, the 

global arbiter should reside on a dedicated stacking tier or being duplicated on each 

potential tier, both of which result in considerable overhead of silicon area. 

2) Pre-existing restriction of scalability. The maximum severing initiators are determined 

once the global arbiter is fabricated. Although such hazards to the scalability may be 

corrected by establishing hierarchical arbiter tree, it complicates the assembling of deep 

stack of system-on-chip, and increases the arbitration latency as well. 

3) Degradation of latency contributed by synchronization. In most applications of global 
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arbitration such as AMBA AHB, the arbiter is assumed synchronous to the serving 

components. However, both the physical design challenges and the expected diversity 

of designs within the stack make it reasonable to assume the existence of multiple clock 

domains. Even though the challenge of CDC may be solved by inserting the 

synchronizers between the handshaking signals, both the efficiency of arbitration and 

the bus utilization rate deteriorate. 

 

Figure 2.4 Block diagram of morphing bus [24]  

 

A modularized 3D heterogeneous system integration platform is proposed in [23], which 

enables the 3D scalability in package level. With the proposed morphing package, the on-chip 

CPU communicates with the scalable peripherals through tristate IOs. However, the case of 
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multiple initiators is not considered in this research, and the arbitration mechanism is not 

explored well. Similarly, morphing bus reported in [24] also shows scalability as an on-chip 

backbone bus, while lack of arbitration mechanism confines the maximum allowed initiators. 

 

Figure 2.5 IBM Cell element interconnect bus [27] 

 

Solutions like SAMBA [25] [26], and IBM Cell element interconnect bus [28] show 

scalability in the data transfer. However, these solutions assume global arbitration logic, and 

we doubt the capability of fully scalable post-silicon-stacking, from both the synchronization 

challenge and the compatibly of increasing on-chip components. 

Even considering the approaches in board level and fields like computer networks, 

solutions like VAXBI [29] by DEC, and the CSMA/CD applied in the Ethernet, have the 

feature of distributed arbitration. However, either the limit of connected initiators or the poor 

arbitration performance as the system scales, resulting in severe degradation of performance if 

implemented on-chip directly. 
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Table 2.1 Comparison of communication approaches for post-silicon-stacking 

Solution 
Cross-tier Paths for 

Arbitration 

Critical Path of 

Arbitration  

Bus 

Throughput 

3D AMBA AXI N/A Intrinsic fair 

IBM CIE (global 

arbitration) 
∝ initiator	# ∝ initiator	# good 

VAXBI (SCSI family) ∝ initiator	# ∝ initiator	# good 

CSMA/CD ∝ channel	# Intrinsic bad 

Proposed Bus ∝ channel	# ∝ local	initiator	# good 

 

Table 2.1 summarizes the evaluation of the discussed approaches in the context of post-

silicon-stacking. Generally, we consider the following metrics deserving attention: 1) the 

budget of cross-tier bonding bumps. Considering the purpose of post-silicon stacking, it is 

expected to scale as the count of on-chip channels instead of initiators; 2) the critical path of 

arbitration. As the increment of serving initiators, we anticipate the negative impact on 

operating frequency, and such dependency should be confined within a subset of on-chip 

components, or the intrinsic operating speed; 3) the bus throughput, which depends on both 

the topology of cross-tier channels and the efficiency of arbitration. The 3D AMBA AXI [21], 

which can be treated as an extreme of asymmetric 3D NoC, performs well in the scheme of 

cross-tier bumps and arbitration frequency because of the behavior of NoC. However, the 

cross-tier bridge limits the higher utilization of dense joint pitch, and limits the total 

throughput. The IBM ring bus [28] requires the bus request signals to be routed across the stack 

due to the existence of global arbiter. It is similar for the VAXBI [29], because the broadcast 

of status should be delivered to all of the initiators. The approach of CSMA/CD reduces such 
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requirement linearly to the count of on-chip channels; however, the bus throughput is largely 

degraded due to the collision of communications. 

In summary, despite the promising advantages of establishing multiple parallel shared bus 

in the proposed post-silicon-stacking, the existing solutions of arbitration do not exactly fit the 

expectation of scalability. The proposed F2B bus will be presented in Chapter 4 to establish 

the modular arbitration featuring a mix of global token ring and local pre-arbitration, which is 

especially friendly to the standard cell based development. 
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Face-to-face bus for fast thread migration of 

heterogeneous micro-processors 

3.1. Research objective 

The objective of the F2F bus is to establish parallel, bi-directional, and asynchronous 

transfer of migrating threads between tightly coupled cores in the adjacent tiers. A TRF 

structure with clock gating and switching techniques is introduced, which directly retrieves the 

architectural states from micro-processor pipeline and migrates them into the targeting core. 

Upon the requests from either the external global management unit (GMU) or the local 

management unit (LMU), the F2F bus interchanges or unidirectionally transfers the 

architectural states in parallel. 

The results of the F2F bus are: 

1) The GMU and LMU initiated migrations were verified in both RTL simulation and post-

silicon validation.  

2) The asynchronous clock domains were correctly synchronized by the bus controller. 

Both timing analysis and hSPICE simulation were used to verify this objective. 

3) The proposed bus achieved either a smaller footprint or less migration latency compared 

with other existing CDC approaches mentioned in Section 2.2. 
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In this chapter, the topology of the proposed bus is summarized in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 

describes the operation of the bus controller and handshaking signals. In Section 3.4, the 

technical details of the TRF are presented, and a detailed static timing analysis is conducted to 

evaluate the contributing items in the timing constraints. Section 3.5 presents the post-layout 

results of the proposed bus. 

3.2. System overview 

 

Figure 3.1 3D topology of the proposed Face-to-face bus 

 

The 3D topology of the F2F bus is illustrated in Figure 3.1, and the block diagram is shown 

in Figure 3.2. To be consistent with the ISA of the served Fabscalar microprocessor, the size 

of TRF is 35×32 bits containing 32 logical registers, HI/LO, and PC. The TRF stores the 

migrating thread temporally and functions as a buffer between the local core and the coupling 

TRF. 
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Figure 3.2 Block diagram of the proposed Face-to-face bus 

 

In the proposed 3D tape-out, there are two instances of the F2F bus, which are connected 

to the Fabscalar cores and Built-in-self-test (BIST) engine respectively. The bus components 

are described below: 

1) Bus controller 

The function of the F2F bus controller is to arbitrate the transfer requests from GMU and 

LMU, handle the synchronization of both TRFs during transfer, and handshake with Fabscalar 

cores about the status of migration. 

2) Teleport-register-file 
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The TRF is established by the clock-gated flip-flops, and it communicates between the 

local core and the coupling TRF on the other tier. The clock source of the TRF is multiplexed 

between the clocks of the local core and the F2F controller, and the data input is managed by 

the built-in finite-state-machine (FSM) logic to avoid improper latching. The details of the 

TRF are discussed in Section 3.4. 

3) Built-in-self-test engine 

Each TRF of the standalone F2F bus is coupled with a BIST engine to mimic the behavior 

of a CPU core and LMU. The BIST engines are fed with the vectors of transaction count, 

migration type, and random seeds through the serialized input. Two engines are set up 

coherently to behave in either initiating or listening mode. 

After the scan-in process, the initiating BIST generates the transferring threads and 

handshakes with the F2F bus to conduct the thread migration. The listening BIST returns the 

received stimulus by initiating the other thread migration in the reverse direction. The initiating 

BIST then verifies the data, and keeps the snapshot of the TRF as well as the golden model if 

a mismatch is detected. Similarly, both BIST engines listen to the requests of global migration 

from the built-in GMU, and verify the received threads of every other migration. The 

specification of the embedded BIST in the standalone F2F experiment is summarized in Table 

3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Summary of BIST in the experiment of standalone Face-to-face bus 

Max Transactions 64 

Contents of Scan-out 

Completion Flag 

Count of Completed Transactions 

Count of Error Transactions 

Snapshot of Last Error Transactions 

Snapshot of Golden Model 

Contents of Snapshot 

LFSR Seed 

Flag of FSM 

Received TRF 

 

3.3. Controller of the Face-to-face bus 

The controller of the F2F bus serves as the arbiter of the management units, and adjusts the 

selections of clock sources and data inputs of both TRFs based on the type of granted 

migration. 

Two transfer modes are supported and arbitrated in a first-come-first-served order: 

1) Global bi-directional transfer 

A global bi-directional transfer is initiated by the off-chip GMU in the experiment of 

Fabscalar cores, or the BIST logic for the standalone instance. The F2F controller sends 

suspend signals to both cores and swaps the contents of the TRFs when it receives such 

requests. 

2) Unidirectional local transfer 

Unidirectional local transfer is enabled by the LMU within the local cores. The LMU sends 
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a request to overwrite the TRF on the other side with its own data.  

TRF UPDATE

BOTTOM TO 
TOP

SWAP
TOP TO 

BOTTOM

TRF 
WRITEBACK

IDLE

Completion of Thread Checkin

Migration Granted

Completion of Thread Retrieval
 

Figure 3.3 Flowchart of Face-to-face controller FSM 

  

Figure 3.3 illustrates the flowchart of F2F controller. The IDLE refers to the state that the 

F2F controller is waiting for the next request of migration. Once received, the state of TRF 

UPDATE is valid until the local core has completed writing the transferring thread into the 

TRF. Consequently, the F2F controller moves to one of the following transfer states: SWAP, 

BOTTOM TO TOP, or TOP TO BOTTOM depending on the type of granted migration at the 

end of IDLE state. Then the state of TRF WRITEBACK is triggered as the transfer completes 
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within the TRF. Finally, the controller returns to IDLE as soon as being acknowledged by the 

local core. 

3.3.1.  Handshaking protocol  

Five signals (migrate, migrate_done, suspend, resume and barrier) are introduced to 

handshake among the management units, CPU core, and the bus controller. The pair of migrate 

and migrate_done are utilized to exchange the status of migration between the management 

unit and the F2F bus controller. Either the GMU or the LMU is capable of initiating a new 

thread migration as long as the migrate_done is low. Then the bus controller notifies the core 

to flush the pipeline and write the thread into the TRF with the suspend signal. Similarly, when 

the resume signal is pulled up, there is a pending migrated thread in the TRF for the coupled 

core. The barrier, which acts as a response from the CPU core, indicates that either the 

completion of the TRF update or the CPU core is idle if the signal is high. Figure 3.4 illustrates 

the behavior of the presented signals in a SWAP thread migration. The CPU B is faster than the 

A, and the synchronization latency is omitted. 
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Figure 3.4 Timing details of bi-directional thread migration 

3.4. Clock-gated teleport-register-file 

The TRF cell is implemented by the master-slave flip-flop, multiplexors of input and clock, 

and miscellaneous combinational logic. Figure 3.5 shows the block diagram of a one-bit TRF 

cell pair. The clock source of the flip-flop is gated and switched between the clock of local 

core and F2F bus controller. The data input of flip-flop is multiplexed thus the data are latched 

from the coupling TRF via the micro-bump based channel, write ports of the local micro-
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processor, and the output of its own. The F2F controller manages the selection of clock sources 

and data to be toggled exclusively, which implies that the data input is connected to the related 

output when the clock source is being switched. In this way, the data stored in the flip-flops 

are protected even if there are glitches in the clock pin because of the asynchronous clock 

switching. 
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Figure 3.5 Block diagram of one-bit teleport-register file pair  

 

In the idle state, the TRFs are synchronized with the local core, allowing the thread to be 

written in. After the migration request is acknowledged and the TRFs are updated from the 

involved cores, the F2F controller first switches the inputs of both TRFs to the related outputs, 

and then alters the clock pins to the clock of the F2F controller. Then the F2F bus conducts the 

synchronous thread migration based on the requesting modes. Finally, the F2F bus controller 
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sets the TRFs to loop data again, followed by switching the clock domains back to local, and 

notifying the receivers that data are ready to be retrieved. The timing details of a bi-directional 

thread migration are shown in Figure 3.4. 

3.4.1. Static timing analysis 

Since the TRF involves the clock gating and switching, the timing analysis deserves 

detailed attention, especially during the transition of clock domains. Moreover, considering the 

EDA support for the inter-tier analysis is still to be well developed, it is necessary to conduct 

a detailed derivation to expose the timing terms deserving special attention. In this section, a 

hand-analysis of timing constraints during the thread migration is presented, to provide an 

illustrative guideline in the physical design step, which will be discussed in Chapter 5 in details.  
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Figure 3.6 Block diagram of teleport-register-file with annotation of timing analysis 
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Figure 3.6 marks the corresponding nodes in the timing paths being evaluated, and Table 

3.2 summarizes their functionalities and clock domains. The timing analysis is conducted in 

the order of evolving states of a bi-directional thread migration. 

 

Table 3.2 Nodes being evaluated in the static timing analysis of teleport-register-file  

 Description Clock Domain 

A 
Registering Outputs of F2F Controller 

in Bottom Tier 
Clock of F2F Controller 

B 
Data Input of TRF Cell Coupled with 

Core Bottom 

Switched between F2F Controller Clock and 

Clock of Core Bottom 

C Migrating Data from Core Bottom  Clock of Core Bottom 

D 
Indexing and Enabling of Data from 

Core Bottom  
Clock of Core Bottom 

E Migrating Data to Core Bottom  Clock of Core Bottom 

F 
Data Input of TRF Cell Coupled with 

Core Top 

Switched Between F2F Controller Clock and 

Clock of Core Top 

G Migrating Data from Core Top Clock of Core Top 

H 
Indexing and Enabling of Data from 

Core Top  
Clock of Core Top 

I Migrating Data to Core Top Clock of Core Top 

 

1) Idle State 

In the idle state, the TRF clock is multiplexed to the clock source of local core because no 

migration occurs. The valid data paths are from B, C, D to B for the clock domain bottom, and 

F, G, H to F for the clock domain top. In this state, the analysis results of both path groups are 

the same. For the path that the flip-flop of bottom TRF loops the data, the timing constraints 
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are: 

 _ _ max input_ _ maxperiod local clkq mux setupt t t t     (3.1) 

 _ min input_ _ minhold clkq muxt t t    (3.2) 

where c lk qt  refers to the intrinsic delay of the flip-flop, input_ muxt  is the delay of the 

multiplexer ahead of the flip-flop, and setupt  and holdt  are the setup time and the hold time of 

the flip-flop respectively. 

For the timing constraints of the paths importing from local cores, 

 _ _ _ max input_ _ max 0_ max _ clk_ _ max( )period local d input clkq mux cl skew local muxt t t t t t t       (3.3) 

 _ _ min _ min input_ _ min 0 _ min _(t ) thold clk mux clkq mux cl skew localt t t t       (3.4) 

where 0clt  refers to the delay of combinational logic between D and the multiplexer ahead 

of B. The other inputs of the combinational logic orienting from the F2F controller do not 

toggle during this state, thus these inputs do not affect the timing analysis. Moreover, clk_ muxt

refers to the delay of the clock gating multiplexer, which is treated as part of the clock skew. 

In the Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.4, _skew localt  is defined as the difference of the clock arrival 

time between the pin CLK_BOTTOM and the clock pin of the TRF cell plus the flight time 

contributed by the parasitic load and clock tree buffers inserted in the physical design. 

The timing constraints of both path groups are straightforward to be satisfied as long as the 

regular procedure of static timing analysis and physical design are followed, such as inserting 

buffers at the data multiplexer or clock path to fix the potential hold violations. 
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2) TRF update 

The timing constraints in the TRF update state is the same as the ones in the idle state, 

except that the write enable signal that is part of the D & H, does not toggle until the next 

thread migration after all of the thread contents have been updated into the TRF. Therefore, 

the outputs of combinational logic #0 and #2 solely depend on the transition of A. 

3) Thread transfer 

Clock switching is involved within this state. First, both inputs of the TRF top and bottom 

are multiplexed to the related outputs, as discussed in the previous section. The timing 

relationship follows Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2. Then the transition at node A forces the 

clock sources of both flip-flops to be low for one cycle, followed by being switched to the 

clock domain of the F2F controller. Because of the intrinsic properties of the implemented 

master-slave flip-flop, the toggling in the clock pin does not affect the latched value as long as 

the input is connected to its output, which is mainly guarded by the embedded cross-coupled 

inverter. Thus, there is no timing hazard during the pull-down and the switching of the clock. 

Thereafter, both the TRF cells and the F2F controller are logically synchronous after the 

transition of clock. The following paths are identified as valid: 

a) B to B / F to F 

These local paths exist in the case of unidirectional thread migration, which means that the 

transmitting TRF does not latch the value from the other side because the content is logically 

invalid. The timing constraints are: 
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 _pmu _ max _ _ maxperiod clkq data mux setupt t t t     (3.5) 

 _ min _ _ minhold clkq data muxt t t    (3.6) 

where _pmuperiodt  refers to the clock period of the F2F controller. 

b) A – cl0 – input mux – B, and A – cl2 – input mux – F 

These paths are active during the cross-tier migration. The F2F controller generates a 

single-cycle pulse to enable the transferring thread to pass through the data multiplexer to be 

locally latched. Because the clocks are physically oriented from the bottom tier, the items 

contributing to skew is slightly different. The timing constraints are: 

A to B:  

 _pmu _ max 0 _ max input_ _ max _ _ _ maxperiod clkq cl mux setup local skew clk muxt t t t t t t        (3.7) 

 _ _ min _ min 0 _ min input_ _ min _thold clk mux clkq cl mux skew localt t t t t       (3.8) 

A to F: 

 
_pmu _ max _ _ 2 2 _ max input_ _ max

_ _clk_pmu _ _ max

period clkq bump a cl cl mux

setup local skew bump clk mux

t t t t t

t t t t

   

      (3.9)  

 
_ _ _ _ min _ min _ _ 2 2 _ min

input_ _ min _t

hold bump clk pmu clk mux clkq bump a cl cl

mux skew local

t t t t t t

t

    

    (3.10) 

It is shown that there are items contributed by the cross-tier bonding bumps for the paths 

in the tier top. Based on the available technical specification and circuit topology, the delay 

resulting from the parasitics of the bump are small enough and comparable, thus they are 

actually cancelled in the equations, which indicates the cross-tier path are in a situation similar 
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to the local path. The maximum uncertainty comes from the insertion delay within the term of 

the local skew, which will be further discussed in Chapter 5. However, because of the smaller 

clock tree of the proposed F2F bus, as well as the proposed solution of the 3D clock tree 

balancing, these paths do not suffer challenges to meet the timing constrains.  

c) B to F / F to B 

These paths are the data paths where the thread migration is actually conducted. Similar to 

the previous scenario, the forwarding of clocks and control signals generate various terms in 

the timing constraints. 

B to F: 

 
_pmu _ max _b_f input_ _ max golbal_

_ _ max _ _ max _ _

period clkq bump mux setup skew

clka mux clkb mux bump clk pmu

t t t t t t

t t t

    

     (3.11) 

 
_ _ _ _ min _ min _ _ input_ _ min

_ _ _ mint

hold bump clk pmu clkb mux clkq bump b f mux

global skew clka mux

t t t t t t

t

    

    (3.12)  

F to B: 

 
_pmu _ max _f_b input_ _ max global_

_ _ max _ _ max _ _

period clkq bump mux setup skew

clka mux clkb mux bump clk pmu

t t t t t t

t t t

    

     (3.13)  

 
_ _ min _ min _ _ input_ _ min

_ _ _ min _ _t

hold clka mux clkq bump b f mux

global skew clkb mux bump clk pmu

t t t t t

t t

   

     (3.14)  

where _global skewt  refers to the difference of arrival time from the shared source of 

clock_pmu to the clock node of each TRF cell, excluding the contribution of the clock 

multiplexer. 

 Based on the equations above, we find that the clock arrival time of F is logically later 
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than that of B because of the existence of _ _bump clk pmut , assuming that the other corresponding 

items are the same. This indicates that it is relatively more difficult to satisfy the hold constraint 

for the path from B to F, and setup constraint for the reverse direction. By further diagnosing 

the equations we find that most of the items representing the bumps and the clock multiplexer 

cancel each other or make the constraints easier to be satisfied if we initially ignore the effect 

of _global skewt . The cross-tier communication only contributes more burdens to the setup 

constraint of F to B with additional delay of two bumps. As we have previously discussed, the 

impact of these bumps is trivial to the current knowledge, and the setup constraints are satisfied 

by reducing the operating frequency as well. 

However, the existence of _global skewt complicates the analysis. In the implementation 

without the zero-delay-buffer such as the phase-lock-loop, the conventional clock tree 

synthesis matches the insertion delay from the physical clock root to each sink, and balances 

the load in each clock tree segment, thus the systematic skew is mitigated. In the scheme of 

3D cross-tier communication, additional procedure needs to be applied during the physical 

design to reduce the global skew, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

After the thread transmission completes, the clock transition is conducted in the reverse 

order of the previous transition. Because the inputs of the TRF cells have been switched to the 

related outputs, all previously discussed paths are false during the clock switching. 

4) TRF Write-back 

There is no transition occurred to both TRF cells in this state, and their clock domains have 

been switched back to the domain of local core. The valid paths are from B to B and E, as well 

as from F to F and I. 
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As for the path that the flip-flop refreshes preserved data, the timing constraints are: 

 _ _ max input_ _ maxperiod local clkq mux setupt t t t     (3.15) 

 _ min input_ _ minhold clkq muxt t t    (3.16) 

which are the same as the valid path of the idle state. 

For the path that the local core retrieves the transmitted thread, the timing constraints are: 

 _ _ max _ _ max _ _ _ maxperiod local clkq output mask setup local skew clock muxt t t t t t       (3.17) 

 _ _ min _ min _mask_min _hold clock mux clkq output local skewt t t t t      (3.18) 

where _output maskt  refers to the multiplexer logic from the TRF cell to the read port of local 

core. It is obvious that the items of bump are not in the active path, thus it converges to a 

traditional 2D static timing analysis, which is well handled by the state-of-art EDA tools. The 

most critical contribution to the setup is the mask logic due to the large fan-in of the 

multiplexer. 

5) Conclusion 

In summary, we find that the results are similar to the regular intra-die timing analysis. The 

impacts of the cross-tier bonding bumps do not dominate the uncertainties in the timing 

constraints; instead, the cross-tier skew ( _global skewt  ) deserves additional attention to be 

mitigated, thus the timing would be satisfied during the thread transfer. 
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3.5. Results 

The proposed F2F bus had been implemented in RTL, synthesized and functionally verified 

in both behavioral and transistor levels. Two demonstrative tape-outs were conducted with 

various configurations. 

 

  Figure 3.7 Output of read ports of the 2D Face-to-face bus experiment 

 

The 2D tape-out was implemented in the 130 nm technology containing a standalone F2F 

bus instance of 64-bit width, and was reported in [30]. The correlated pins of data interfaces 

were connected to the stimulus generator and analyzer programmed in FPGA through I/O pads. 

Under the 33MHz clock orienting from FPGA, the proposed F2F bus behaved correctly in all 

of the three migration modes, validated by both the probed waveform of the oscilloscope and 

the programmed LED lights. The oscilloscope output of bus read ports in the state of TRF 

writeback is shown in Figure 3.7, which observes a swap thread migration where the top TRF 

was loaded with data pattern 0011-0111-1010-1010-1010 and the bottom TRF was loaded with 
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0001-1111-0101-0101-0101. 

Table 3.3 Summary of post-layout results of Face-to-face bus in 2D 130nm tape-out 

Experiment Type Standalone Fabscalar 

Bus Width 64 bits 1120 bits 

Sum of Area 0.016 mm2 0.20 mm2  

Adjust Area per Logical Tier 0.011 mm2 0.10 mm2 

Count of Standard Cell 1.3 k 17.5 k 

Max Operating Frequency  564 MHz  434 MHz 

 

Moreover, the Fabscalar experiment including the F2F bus of full width was validated in 

the same environment. The migrated thread is successfully restored in the targeting core, and 

more details were reported in [31]. Additionally, the post-layout results of both experiments 

reported by Primetime are summarized in Table 3.3, and the photo of test board containing the 

2D demonstrative chip is shown in Figure 3.8. 

 

  Figure 3.8 Test board of 2D demo chip containing Face-to-face bus 
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The two-tier stack 3D tape-out that is shown in Figure 3.9 was conducted in the same 

technology node with similar experiments. The standalone F2F bus features 140-bit width with 

the improvement of adding BIST structure to save I/O pads, including additional experiments 

such as consecutive thread migrations, as well adding validation features. 

 

(a) Bottom tier 

 

(b) Top tier 

Figure 3.9 Layout of the two-tier 3D stack showing the experiment of Face-to-face buses 
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Table 3.4 Summary of post-layout results of standalone Face-to-face bus in 3D tape-out  

Bus Width 140 bits 

Sum of Area 0.165 mm2 

Adjust Area per Tier 0.084 mm2 

Area – Bottom Tier Bus 0.027 mm2 

Area – Bottom Tier BIST 0.055 mm2 

Area – Top Tier Bus 0.029 mm2 

Area – Top Tier BIST 0.055 mm2 

Count of Standard Cell 14.6 k  

Max Operating Frequency – Local Processor Clock 262 MHz 

Max Operating Frequency – Controller Clock 258 MHz 

Estimated Bandwidth 14.4 Gbps 

Bandwidth / Area 535 Gbps / mm2 

Estimated Bus Power 3.33 mW 

Energy / Bit 0.23 pJ / bit 

Count of Cross-tier Bonding Point 297 

 

Table 3.4 summarizes the post-layout results of the standalone F2F bus characterized in 

the typical technology corner, which were reported by Primetime as of area and Cadence 

Encounter for power. The adjusted area refers to the larger instance within the two tiers, which 

evaluates the budget of area in the scenario of modular physical design. The calculation of 

bandwidth and energy efficiency excludes the contribution of the BIST structure. The cross-

tier bonding points contain 280-bit data and 17 bits of control and scan chain signals. 
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(a) hSPICE waveform of swap thread migration 
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(b) Zoom-in of TRF clock nodes 

Figure 3.10 Post-layout hSPICE waveform of swap thread migration 

 

Figure 3.10 shows the post-layout hSPICE waveform of the standalone F2F bus conducting 

a swap thread migration in the typical corner. A TRF pair, together with the handshaking 

signals and clocks was selected to illustrate the functionality. It is shown that the existence of 

glitches from asynchronous clock switching does not bring hazards to the latched values in the 

TRF. Moreover, we find the clock skew is well controlled in the typical corner in Figure 3.10 

(b), as emphasized in Section 3.4.1. It is reasonable to assume that the inter-die variation 

produces substantial cross-tier skew to the balanced clock tree, thus the additional treatment of 

clock tree is applied to the existing approach of physical design and will be discussed in 

Chapter 5.  
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Similarly, the post-layout results of the F2F bus attached with the Fabscalar experiment are 

shown in Table 3.5. Comparing with the standalone F2F bus, the embedded one has wider data 

path that de-emphasizes the contribution of the controller logic, resulting in a better 

performance of energy efficiency. 

Table 3.5 Summary of post-layout results of Fabscalar embedded F2F bus in 3D tape-out  

Bus Width 1120 bits 

Sum of Area 0.319 mm2 

Adjust Area per Tier 0.181 mm2 

Count of Standard Cell 39.6 k 

Max Operating Frequency – Controller Clock 214 MHz 

Estimated Bandwidth 97.6 Gbps 

Bandwidth / Area 539 Gbps / mm2 

Estimated Power 11.75 mW 

Energy / Bit 0.12 pJ / bit 

Count of Cross-tier Bonding Point 2254 

 

3.6. Summary 

In this chapter, the F2F bus aiming to establish fast and asynchronous thread migration 

between micro-processor cores is reviewed. The TRF featuring the parallel transfer and clock 

switching is analyzed in detail. The energy efficiency reported in the post-layout results ranges 

from 0.12 – 0.23 pJ / bit upon the configuration of the bus. The bandwidth of area is reported 

as 539 Gbps / mm2, revealing the promising density of interconnects offered by the 3D bonding 

techniques even in the node of 130 nm.  
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Face-to-back multiple parallel shared bus for 

post-silicon-stacking 

4.1. Research objective 

The objective of the F2B bus is to achieve point-to-point communication among the 

stacked 3DIC dies in the style of shared bus. The proposed bus allows multiple parallel 

channels to be shared among the on-chip components. Heterogeneous dies establish uniform 

bonding configuration during the design process, and the on-chip F2B bus are capable of 

conducing any-to-any communication after the system-on-chip is stacked, regardless of the 

functionality, number of dies and clock domains. 

As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the challenge of clock domain crossing raises obstacles in 

implementing the synchronous global arbiter. Moreover, the objective of post-silicon-stacking 

encourages establishing modular and EDA-friendly bus allocation logic, which is still to be 

explored. In this work, the presented modular arbitration unit (MAU) functions as the 

handshaking bridge among the stacked tiers, which broadcasts the results of arbitration with 

an intrinsic rate that is determined by the propagation delay of the asynchronous token ring. 

The results of the F2B bus are: 

1) Modular and asynchronous arbitration logic established handshaking of channel status 
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among stacked tiers correctly. The arbitration latency was proportional to the number of 

stacked tiers.   

2) The initiator and target interfaces accommodated with the serving modules, and 

possessed uniform interfaces towards both the MAU and data channel. 

3) The allocation of cross-tier bus channels and arbitration logic were uniform among all 

the tiers, which implies that the bus structures are consistent in the RTL. 

In this chapter, the components of the F2B bus are discussed in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 

explores the proposed modular arbitration mechanism, focusing on the structure of the token 

ring logic and the protocol of local pre-arbitration. Section 4.4 describes the data interfaces, 

additionally the loose-coupled pulse-based synchronizer and repeater logic are introduced to 

keep the sanity of transferring data. The master with the attribute of BIST is developed to create 

diverse configurations of test, and will be illustrated in Section 4.5. Finally, the results of the 

proposed F2B bus are reviewed in Section 4.6, and the comparison with the reference model 

is conducted to justify the performance. 

4.2. System overview 

An example of the four-tier F2B bus is shown in Figure 4.1. The vertical data channels are 

established by placing TSVs on the same locations among each tier. Each data channel is 

allocated a dedicated MAU ring channel for the purpose of arbitration. There are four data 

channels shown as purple in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1 Topology of the proposed four-tier Face-to-back bus 

 

The initiator and target interfaces are responsible for transferring the data through the 

granted channel between the on-chip masters (micro-processor, L2 cache controller, etc.) and 

the slaves (L2 shared cache controller, memory controller, etc., respectively). In Figure 4.1, 

there are four initiators (green) and four targets (blue) mapped into each tier. 

The function of the MAU is to maintain the bus allocation among the stacked tiers. 

Initiators send requests to the local MAU logic, and the MAU monitors the status of others via 

the token rings and arbitrates self-adaptively. In Figure 4.1, the MAU is colored as red, and 

four token rings (white) are established in accordance with the four data channels. 
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4.3. Modular arbitration unit 

An example of a two-tier MAU containing one token ring is shown in Figure 4.2. The 

MAU logic is characterized into two categories:  
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Figure 4.2 Block diagram of two-tier modular arbitration unit in Face-to-back bus 

 

4.3.1. Token ring logic 

The purpose of the token ring logic is to broadcast the status of the data channels in a 
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circular order. It contains the normally opaque, fully decoupled latch controller (LC), low-level 

sensitive latch, and the correlated combinational logic. The status of a specific data channel is 

represented by the two-bit token, including: 1) the propagation flag indicating the arrival of 

the token; 2) the availability of the correlated data channel. As the bus is being reset, there is 

one token generated at the dedicated location per ring. A bit of channel availability is consumed 

or reproduced by the currently serving local pre-arbitration unit. Because of the circular 

movement of the token, the data channel is secured from being simultaneously accessed by 

multiple token consumers. 
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Figure 4.3 Circuit details of latch controller in the asynchronous token ring logic 

 

The circuit details of LC are presented in Figure 4.3, which is a modified implementation 

of normally opaque, fully decoupled latch controller [32]. Compared with other reported 

approaches of asynchronous handshaking [33] [34], the presented latch controller isolates the 
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dependency of handshaking within its adjacent units, instead of waiting until the handshaking 

signals propagate through the whole ring. This feature allows the proposed token ring to behave 

as the synchronous latch pipeline, except that the global clock is replaced by the neighboring 

handshakes. The timing analysis of the latch controller is shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 Operations of latch controller in the asynchronous token ring 

 

Initially, the token ring segment of each tier calculates its vertical location within the stack 

based on the scanned-in vectors, thus the highest and lowest segments are able to shortcut the 

local handshake inputs to form a ring. As the global reset signal applies, the outputs of the 

neighboring latch controllers are reset into the opposite parity, and a specific stage of latch is 

preset to hold the available token. After the reset signal being deasserted, the latch controller 

is stimulated by neighbors to flap the toggling signal accordingly, therefore it starts transferring 

the preset token in the circular order. Appendix A illustrates a detailed evolvement of the 

handshaking signals during the transition from reset to normal operation.  

To increase the robustibility of the proposed arbitration mechanism, the token ring logic in 

the approach of conventional flip-flop pipeline is also implemented as an on-chip reference. 

The MAU switches between both token rings based on the vectors from scan chain. The pseudo 

code of the token ring logic is described in Appendix B. 
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4.3.2. Local pre-arbitration unit 

The function of the local pre-arbitration unit (LPU) is to collect the requests of the local 

initiators, pre-filter the channel assignment to reduce collision, acquire the token of idle 

channel, and handshake with the granted initiators. 

In the current implementation, a maximum of four initiators are allowed per tier. The LPU 

stores a table of channel assignment, which is updated periodically by the token ring logic and 

the results of local pre-arbitration. The LPU compares the ID of the previously granted channel 

and the table to prevent collision when the initiator requests a particular channel, and uses the 

linear feedback shift register (LFSR) to regenerate a new candidate if necessary. 

Thereafter, the LPU inserts the locally collision-free channel ID into the coupled token ring 

segment, and the available token will be absorbed when it arrives. Because of the propagation 

and synchronization latency, the historical table of local assignment may not reflect the 

updated status. Therefore, the token may be consumed by other tiers that are physically closer 

to the producer. In this case, the token ring logic returns negative feedback signals, and the 

LPU selects a new candidate. Furthermore, the LPU is able to predict to stick to a specific 

channel upon the decoding result and the configuration of channels, such as the mapping of 

crossbar with high ratio of initiators and targets. With the assertion of the sticky option, the 

token ring logic does not acknowledge until the token is successfully absorbed; therefore, the 

overhead of ID regeneration is mitigated. The arbitration flowchart is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5 Arbitration flowchart of local pre-arbitration unit  

4.4. Data interfaces 

The initiator / target interface acts as the transfer agent of the coupled master / slave, and 

the initiators handshake with the MAU to acquire channel access. Both interfaces are assigned 

an ID through either the scan chain or hard-wired configuration, furthermore the initiator either 

reads the vectors from the scan chain to generate the mask of targeting ID, or decodes from the 

address to establish the real-time mapping. Figure 4.6 shows the block diagrams of both 
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interfaces. 

Due to the asynchronous timing between the master and slave, as well as the previously 

discussed 3D clock tree challenge, the data transfer is conducted through a loosely coupled 

pulse synchronizer, which is shown in Figure 4.7. An additional pulse bit is toggled when the 

sender is granted and data is ready. Furtherly it inverts the output of the transmitting flip-flop. 

The receiver restores the pulse at the local clock domain to identify that the parallel data bits 

are ready to be retrieved. This synchronization approach secures the stability of data bits as 

long as the propagation delay of each bit is less than the synchronization latency, which is two 

cycles of the receiving clock domain.  
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Figure 4.6 Configuration of initiator and target interface of Face-to-back bus 
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Figure 4.7 Pulse synchronizer of data path in Face-to-back bus 

Figure 4.8 illustrates the timing details of the pulse synchronization. The beats of the 

generated pulse are constrained to be even numbers, which are determined by the nature of the 

loosely coupled synchronizer. At the last tap of each transfer burst, the output of the 

transmitting flip-flop needs to be reset to the initial state, which refers to the low level of signal 

Sync TX. This ensures that both sides of the pulse synchronizer logic are set to the consistent 

states, and the receiving side does not capture a false pulse when it is granted to the other 

senders. The dotted line in the graph indicates the elapsed time is not to scale due to either the 

propagation delay of bus channel or the transaction latency. 
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Figure 4.8 Timing details of synchronization of data path in Face-to-back bus 
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Figure 4.9 Repeater logic of data path in Face-to-back bus 

 

It is reasonable to assume that there is no communication traffic carried by a bus channel 

at a specific time, thus the driving source should be designed to avoid the floating channel. The 

common solution is to set a default initiator, either a dedicated initiator or a customized keeper 

logic, which is granted when the channel is idle. Instead, we establish an OR gate logic in the 

style of a daisy chain, as shown in Figure 4.9. The bus segment across the tier boundary is 

isolated by the proposed structure. The transmitting data (BUS_TX) is inserted into the data 

flows in both vertical directions. Similarly, the receiving data (BUS_RX) is assembled by the 

OR gate. From the built-in configuration scan chain, the initiators are aware of its location 

within the stack, thus the floating bus inputs are filtered out by the AND gate in the case that 

the initiators locate at the highest or lowest tier. Moreover, the proposed logic acts as the 

repeater and helps solve the fan-out challenge as the 3D stack becomes deeper. 

An example of data transaction is shown in Figure 4.10, illustrating a scenario that the 
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MAU encounters a misprediction of requesting channel. The pulse in the token propagation 

flag indicates the token resides in the local segment for evaluation. As the initiator requests a 

specific channel forwarded by the MAU, the response from the token ring is unavailable in the 

second pulse while it becomes available in the third one, which implies that the channel was 

allocated to the other initiator, and released between the pulses. As the MAU claims the token 

until the initiator releases the channel, the observed status of token is unavailable from the 

fourth to the seven pulse. 
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Figure 4.10 Example of the transaction in Face-to-back bus 

4.5. Built-in self-testing masters and slaves 

To verify the functionality and measure the performance of the proposed F2B bus, the 

master and slave modules are designed with configurable BIST abilities.  
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Table 4.1 Summary of master modules in the experiment of Face-to-back bus 

Maximum Transactions 32768 

Maximum Burst 32768 / Transaction 

Standby Cycles After Reset 0-65535 

Idle Cycles per Transaction 1-1024 (fixed or randomized) 

Contents of Scan-out 

Completion Flag 

Count of Completed Transactions 

Count of Error Transactions 

Count of Arbitration Requests 

Cycles of Awaiting Grant 

Cycles of Transaction 

Snapshot of Last Error Transactions 

Snapshot of Golden Model 

Contents of Snapshot 

 

Bus Traffic Transmitted 

Bus Traffic Received / Expected 

Slave ID Requested 

Slave Mask from MAU 

Slave ID Received 

Timestamp 

 

The masters mimic the behavior of transaction producer of the system-on-chip such as 

micro-processors. By generating transactions based on the configuration from the scan chain, 

analyzing the response from MAU and salves, and profiling the traffic statistics, the master 

modules apply stimulus to the proposed bus via the coupled initiator module. Therefore, 

experiments are conducted by configuring each master variously and collecting the results 

from the scan-chain output. Table 4.1 lists the summary of master module. The standby cycles 

were introduced to match the difference of scan-in latency among clock domains. 
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The slave module was designed to operate at the listening mode. It is configured to respond 

to the traffic captured by the coupled target with embedded signature. The latency is either set 

as fixed cycles, or randomized cycles in accordance with the scan-in vectors. 

4.6. Results 

4.6.1. Facts of demo design in two-tier 3DIC stack 

The proposed bus had been successfully implemented in RTL for the synchronous logic, 

and the gate level assembles for the asynchronous token ring logic. Table 4.2 summarizes the 

post-layout results in the typical corner of 130 nm technology reported by Primetime. 

Table 4.2 Summary of Face-to-back bus in two-tier 3DIC stack  

Number of Channels 16 

Physical Tier Number 2 

Logical Tier Number 4 

Gates per Logical Tier 94 k 

Bus Channel Width 37 

Average Area per Logical Tier 0.25 mm2 

Cross-tier Bonding Point 2781 

Max Frequency of Top Clock Domain 379 MHz 

Max Frequency of Bottom Clock Domain 235 MHz 

Max Frequency of Synchronous Token Ring 216 MHz 

Toggling Frequency of Asynchronous Token Ring  676 MHz 

 

The demonstrative F2B bus system features a 16-channel parallel bus serving 16 initiators 

equally mapped into four tiers. The data width is 37 bits per channel, which includes the 2 bits 
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of data in full-duplex directions, handshaking signals, and miscellaneous control bits. 

Although the proposed bus aims at the multiple tier, TSV based 3DIC stack, the available 

manufacturing option limits the tape-out as an F2F bonding, two-tier stack using the Ziptronix 

Direct Bond Interconnect [35]. To mimic the behavior of the proposed multiple tier stack, the 

TSVs were replaced with the F2F bonding points and intra-die wires. This allows us to 

establish the multiple bus channels connected through four logically isolated instances. The 

layouts of both tiers are shown in Figure 4.11. 

 

 

(a) Bottom tier 
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(b) Top tier 

Figure 4.11 Layout of the two-tier 3D stack showing the experiment of F2B bus 

 

Figure 4.12 shows the topology of the proposed four-tier F2B bus tape-out. To simplify the 

physical design and save I/O pads, the instances on the same tier are mapped to a single clock 

domain as well as the scan chain, but they are still treated as asynchronous in communication. 

The off-chip I/Os in top tier clock domain (including clock, reset, and scan chain signals) are 

bypassed via the bottom tier. 

To verify the robustibility of the post-silicon-stacking, the bus channels, as well as the 

token rings would be truncated by global configuration, and thus allowing an on-chip stack 

less than the illustrated four tiers. Similarly, the masters and slaves may be individually 

disabled to create various conditions of experiment. 

As we have discussed earlier, the handshake period of the asynchronous latch controller 
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behaves as the synchronous pipeline. However, the latch controller has a weak interaction with 

the latch pipeline resulting a delay chain to be inserted to match the delay of combinational 

logic. The token ring logic is characterized to operate at a period of 1.48 ns leaving sufficient 

timing margins for physical design, and the fastest achievable speed is 870 ps in accordance 

with the results of transistor level analysis. Moreover, although the instances in the stack are 

logically identical, the maximum frequency observed in Table 4.2 indicates that the top tier 

possesses a shorter critical path than the bottom tier. It is explained by the fact that the top tier 

is less congested as shown in Figure 4.11 (b), empowering the EDA tools to further optimize 

the setup constraints. 
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Figure 4.12 Topology of four-tier Face-to-back bus experiment
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4.6.2. Performance analysis of modular arbitration mechanism 

Based on the discussion in Section 4.3, we find that the arbitration topology of the proposed 

F2B bus is a combination of first-come-first-served and round-robin. When the MAU of a 

specific tier requests a channel while other tiers are silent, the MAU absorbs the token as soon 

as it arrives. In the case that multiple tiers request the same channel, the tier closest to the token 

producer wins the arbitration. As for the intra-tier pre-arbitration, the LPU follows a mix of 

first-come-first-served and fixed priority. The request of the initiator preceding others is pre-

granted locally, and thus it prevents the other requests to access this channel. Furtherly, the 

one with the smallest initiator ID has the highest priority to claim the granted channel when 

multiple initiators attempt to claim the same channel. 

To effectively evaluate the performance of the proposed modular arbitration mechanism 

and simplify the reference model, the following criteria are applied: 

1) The simulation is conducted with a mix of RTL for the synchronous logic and back-

annotated gate-level netlist for the asynchronous token ring logic. 

2) Even though the clock-domain-crossing synchronization is applied, the masters and 

slaves are set to the same frequency based on the post-layout results. 

3) For all test cases, the total transactions are 1024, with various burst lengths. 

4) The idle cycles of the master between each transaction is set to zero, which means the 

next request is sent immediately once the previous transaction completes, and the release of 

channel is acknowledged by the MAU. 

5) The response latency of the slave is set to zero, which is similar to the behavior of an 
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always-hit L1 Cache. 

 First, the bus utilization rate of the proposed F2B bus was explored and reported by 

Modelsim RTL simulation. Because the existence of the multiple clock domains, each data 

transaction takes multiple cycles to be synchronized to the destination logic. We define the 

atomic transaction time as the elapsed time of transferred data occupying synchronizer and bus 

channel. The bus utilization rate is evaluated as the comparison between the average load of 

transactions per channel multiplied by the atomic transaction time, and the actual completion 

time of all masters in the test bench. This bus utilization rate illustrates the overhead 

contributed by arbitration, generation of test pattern, and capture of response. 

 

Figure 4.13 Face-to-back bus utilization rate 

 

Figure 4.13 shows the bus utilization rate of various system topology and data burst length. 
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The number of the active master is 16, and the destination of data transfer is constrained from 

16 to 1. We find that the bus utilization rate increases as the available targets shrink with the 

same burst length. From the perspective of arbitration efficiency, this is contributed by the 

global level collision and the non-uniform distribution of requests, thus parts of the available 

channels are idle. 

At the increment of burst length, it is seen that the bus utilization rate rises, and becomes 

saturated when the burst length approaches 64. The increment of burst length results in more 

transactions those are free of arbitration overhead, including resolving collision, acquiring, and 

releasing of the granted channel. 

In order to investigate the effect of collision in the arbitration of the proposed F2B bus 

further, we introduced a reference model, which is defined as: 

1) The arbiter instantly grants the requesting initiator once the channels are available, thus 

the overheads of absorbing and releasing tokens are omitted. 

2) The initiators always correctly predict the available channels, and the requests among 

all initiators are uniformly distributed, thus the effect of collision is eliminated. 

3) Synchronization latency is still assumed for both data and arbitration interfaces. 

In other words, the reference model behaves the same as the bus without the additional 

overhead raised by modular arbitration as well as the collision of requests. Figure 4.14 presents 

the comparison of bus utilization rate between the proposed bus and the reference model. We 

find that the performance ratio increases as the number of available targets become less with 

the same burst length, which is explained as the reduction of tier level collision, thus the 

channels are better utilized. We also find that there is an observable performance enhancement 
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as the slave number becomes smaller than four, which is because the LPU predicts to stick to 

the requested channel. As in the previous experiment, the ratio of performance improves and 

approaches saturated when the burst length exceeds 16. 

 

Figure 4.14 Comparison of utilization rate between Face-to-back bus and reference model 

 

We investigated the average wait cycles of each bus topology with various burst lengths, 

as shown in Figure 4.15. The wait cycle is defined as the elapsed time of the initiator from 

sending the request to being granted to the channel. It depends on both the arbitration strategy 

and the average transfer time. From Figure 4.15 we find that the topology of 16-way full 

crossbar has the lowest wait cycles on average, which is contributed by the strategy of the 

LPU: the LPU attempts to re-use the previously granted channel if the target address falls into 
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each LPU tends to coverage to a situation of becoming global collision-free. Otherwise, the 

average wait cycle increases linearly as the decrement of available channel or the increment of 

burst length, which is mostly contributed by awaiting available channels. 

 

Figure 4.15 Average wait cycles of Face-to-back bus 

4.7. Summary 

In this chapter, the F2B bus, aiming to achieve the feature of post-silicon-stacking is 

presented. An innovative, fully scalable modular arbitration featuring a mix of local pre-

arbitration and global token ring handshaking is reviewed in details. An experiment containing 
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bonding 3D tape-out. Although the width of bus is reduced due to the limitation of silicon area, 

the characterization on the performance of the modular arbitration is intact, which shows 

satisfying arbitrating efficiency and bus utilization rate as the increment of serving 

components.  
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Timing verification of physical design in 3DIC 

implementation 

5.1. Backgrounds 

The flows of 3DIC physical design from the research group have been reported in [36] [37] 

and [38]. In the work presented by Thorlindur [36] [37], the synchronous latching cells were 

placed in the same tier, and the combinational logic were mapped to the neighboring tier to 

facilitate the timing closure. As for the proposed tape-out that carries the demonstrative design 

of F2F and F2B bus, the 3DIC flow developed by Randy et al. [38] was followed, which is 

based on the validated 2D physical design approach in 130 nm technology node. To best 

accommodate the support of available EDA environment and reduce the time effort in iteration, 

the proposed flow follows a bump-last procedure for the first routed tier, which is the tier 

carrying the off-chip I/O pads. The next routed tier utilizes a bump-first procedure in 

accordance with the floorplan of the first layout. 

A general procedure of the back-end development is summarized below: 

1. Each design is separately synthesized in Synopsys Design Compiler, where the 

netlists, as well as the design constraint files (.sdc, which contains the constraints 

applied in the design synthesis step) are generated. 
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2. Assemble the top-level netlist, insert instances of I/O pads, and analyze the netlist 

using automated scripts to generate a list of cross-tier bonding points. The top-level 

netlist is hierarchical. 

3. Conduct the place and route using Cadence Encounter for the first tier, where the 

physical fence is not applied to the hierarchical instances to save area and facilitate 

the design rule fixing. 

4. Before the optimization step of route, insert the face-to-face boding bumps using 

automated scripts based on the reports in step 2. Capture the finalized locations of 

bonding points and convert them into the format of floorplan using automated 

scripts. 

5. Conduct the place and route for the second tier. In the placement stage, import the 

fixed locations of bonding points from the step 4, where the locations of connected 

standard cells are automatically adjusted by the EDA tools. 

6. Export GDS II file, extracted parasitics and routed netlist. Import the layout into 

Cadence Virtuoso with Mentor Graphics Calibre for power bump allocation, 

generating guard ring, sign-off DRC fix, and LVS check. 

After further investigating the proposed flow, we find that the cross-tier synchronization is 

not considered, indicating that the clock trees implemented on each tier orienting from the 

same I/O pad are not guaranteed to be synchronous. Considering that multiple on-chip 

experiments assume some extent of cross-tier synchronization, such as the TRF cell in the F2F 

bus, the synchronous token ring logic in F2B bus, and the cache-core-decoupling structure in 

the two-core Fabscalar micro-processor [4], it is vital to develop a balanced and measuring 
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approach to achieve timing closure. 

Moreover, we find that the solution of stack level static timing analysis is not established. 

The procedure of tier level static timing analysis is available, whereas, it is unable to capture 

the design purpose and measure the previously discussed global clock skew.  

In this chapter, the enhancements aiming to solve the listed challenges will be further 

discussed. Section 5.2 goes through the proposed methods to achieve a cross-tier clock tree 

synchronization. Section 5.3 presents the necessity of stack level static timing analysis together 

with the developed procedure. Section 5.4 reports the optimized results applied to the proposed 

3DIC tape-out. Finally, an alternative of implementing clock tree by forwarding clock sinks, 

which is uniquely suitable to the F2F bus, is discussed in Section 5.5. 

5.2. Improvements on clock tree synthesis for cross-tier 

synchronization 

5.2.1. Facts of the global clock skew 

As we have derived in Section 3.4.1, the global clock skew, which refers to the difference 

of clock arrival time between the tiers, contributes to the of the timing closure of cross-tier 

paths a lot. By further diagnosing the cause of the global skew, we find it is mostly due to the 

limitations of EDA support, and the inter-tier variation. 

In the proposed 3D tape-out, the zero-delay-buffer, such as the phase-lock-loop, to adjust 

the edge between the clock root and sinks is not available. Consequently, the outcome of clock 

tree synthesis is a series of clock buffers that balances the arrival time of each sink, and the 
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phase difference between the clock root and off-chip outputs is compensated by inserting 

buffers or forwarding the clock. Due to the complexity of the layout geometry and heavy loads, 

it is obvious that multiple levels of clock buffers exist, and the insertion delay of a specific 

clock path is tremendous. 

Based on the physical design flow described in Section 5.1, we find that each tier is 

processed separately, and the EDA tools are not aware of the existence of neighboring tiers. 

The clock root of the first routed tier is the input pad, while the second tier is the bonding bump 

forwarding the clock. Thus, the clock sinks from different tiers may be asynchronous, even if 

they are locally adjusted, due to either the variance of local insertion delay or the latency of 

forwarding clock to the second tier. 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the challenge of clock tree synthesis in the proposed flow. The 

physical clock root of the two-tier stack is CLK_IN, which is forwarded to the adjacent tier 

from c to e. Conventionally, the EDA tools treat the node a as the clock root, and adjust the 

skew between b and d by inserting multiple levels of clock buffers in the path of a to b and a 

to d during the stages of clock tree synthesis and route. As for the top tier, the node c is treated 

as the clock root, and the skew between f and g is optimized based on the specification of the 

clock tree synthesis. 
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Figure 5.1 Topology of clock tree synthesis in baseline 3D physical design flow 

 

In the currently proposed flow, the importance of skew is emphasized resulting that the 

targeting range of insertion delay is enlarged. Lack of interaction between the clock tree 

synthesis of separate physical design runs may lead to a substantial mismatch of insertion 

delay, hence the cross-tier skew. Moreover, we find that there is an inherent overhead of 

insertion for the top tier from Figure 5.1, which is the clock tree path of a to c. It makes the 

clock skew across the tiers more biased. 

The local skew observed in lower tier is as follows: 
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 _ _ _ _ _local skew b d a b a dt t t    (5.1) 

where the _a bt  refers the insertion delay between node a and b. 

The local skew observed in the upper tier is: 

 _ _f_g e_f e_glocal skewt t t    (5.2) 

During the place and route of each tier, the EDA tools make the best efforts to minimize 

these local skews. However, the actual skews for the cross-tier communications are: 

 _ _A_C _ _global skew a b a c e ft t t t      (5.3) 

 _ _B_D _d _ _global skew a a c e gt t t t     (5.4) 

which shows that it is difficult to reduce both global clock skews without additional 

constraints. The improvements on the existing place and route flow is critical to the timing 

closure of the proposed 3DIC stack. 

5.2.2. Procedure of cross-tier synchronization 

Based on the Equation 5.3 and Equation 5.4, there are two clues to reduce the cross-tier 

skew: one is to balance the local insertion delay, such as _a bt  and _e ft ; and the other one is to 

mitigate the overhead of clock forwarding to the upper tier, which is _a ct . The following 

procedure of cross tier synchronization is then developed:  

1) Adjustment of the clock root 

Figure 5.2 shows optimized topology of 3D clock tree across two tiers. Firstly, the physical 
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clock root of lower tier is moved from the I/O pad to the bonding bump forwarding the clock. 

This eliminates the imbalance contributed by additional forwarding latency. In the practical 

implementation, the RTL design needs to be modified in order to accommodate this change: 

generally, the logic synthesis tools treat the clock as a global ideal network and do not insert 

any buffers within its paths. The instance of clock buffer, which is shown in the path a to c of 

Figure 5.2, is manually inserted into the top level design as a separate leaf cell, and the sub-

level designs are also re-declared accordingly to reflect the change of the clock root. Moreover, 

the file of clock tree specification (.ctstch) is updated accordingly. The specification file is 

initially analyzed and generated automatically based on the proposed flow, and the clock root 

is the output pin of the clock I/O pad, such as: 

AutoCTSRootPin pi_clk_top_i/Y 

which is replaced by: 

AutoCTSRootPin design_bottom_tier/U54/Y 

The design_bottom_tier is the instance name within the bottom tier, and the U54 is the 

clock buffer that drives the forwarding clock bump. By observing the result of the clock tree 

synthesis, the clock tree evolves from the listed node, as well as the calculation of insertion 

delay.  
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Figure 5.2 Improvement of clock tree synthesis by adjusting clock root 

 

2) Refinement of the range of clock skew and insertion delay 

Upon completion of the previous step, both tiers share the same physical clock root, aside 

from the latency of the bonding bumps. By matching the arrival time from the root to the final 

sink on each tier, the cross-tier paths are more likely to achieve the timing closure, as shown 

in Figure 5.2. 

Conventionally, the maximum clock skew is more concerned than the range of the insertion 

delay. For example, the settings are listed below in the default file of clock specification, where 
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the range of delay is relaxed to the length of the entire period: 

Period 8ns MaxDelay 8ns MinDelay 0ns MaxSkew 300ps 

To reduce the imbalance of arrival time between the clock nodes in the neighboring tier, a 

recommended setting is made as follows: 

a) Assign the same value of maximum skew to both tiers. The value should be fairly 

extended to reflect the complexity of the layout.  

b) Match the maximum and minimum insertion delay of both tiers. The difference of delay 

is similar to the value of the assigned maximum skew. In the case of a fast and complex tier, 

which requires a more constrained skew and larger insertion delay, the insertion delays 

assigned to the complex tier are  one or multiple cycles more than the simple tier, as long as a 

phase relationship is maintained. It is suggested to conduct a trial synthesis of the clock tree to 

obtain the estimate of insertion delay. 

In summary, these additional constraints are to guide the EDA tools to map the clock tree 

symmetrically with the best efforts at the stage of clock tree synthesis. However, the large-

scale integration of the 3D on-chip components results in several challenges in the physical 

design. First, the targeting parameters in the step of clock tree synthesis do not necessarily 

reflect the actual results of the routed layout. The settings in the file of the clock tree 

specification are a guide for the stage of clock tree synthesis followed by the actual route step. 

Although the place and route tool conducts optimizations, including the trial route and refining 

placement after the clock tree is generated, the cell size and clock tree depth are still subject to 

changes after the finalized routing and optimization, which reveals the scenario where there is 

a considerable bias towards the targeting skew and insertion delay.  
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Furthermore, the inter-die variation deserves more considerations in the topology of 

multiple-tier stack. The inter-die variation is mainly contributed by the inhomogeneity in the 

fabrication, such as the uneven dopant density in the die-to-die level, as well as the variety of 

etching time in the level of wafer-to-wafer. The previously discussed methods do not eliminate 

the effect of inter-tier variation. An efficient solution to cover the potential cross-tier timing 

violation is necessary to achieve the objective of timing closure and to reduce the iterations of 

physical design.  

3) Selective insertion of delay elements 

The previous improvements are the global enhancements to mitigate the cross-tier skew. 

Figure 5.3 shows an example to insert the delay buffers selectively, to compensate the negative 

hold slack discovered in the stack level static timing analysis. Considering the scenario that 

the lower tier is in a faster corner, the existence of multiple levels of clock buffer amplifies the 

bias of clock arrival time. The consequent hold violation in the direction of C to A is balanced 

by inserting some delay buffers at the input bonding point of the lower tier, which is shown as 

green in Figure 5.3. Compared to the setup violation, the negative hold slack is more hazardous 

and difficult to be fixed after it was fabricated. Moreover, the cross-tier interface is not a critical 

path for the proposed on-chip components, allowing be leveraged against the variance of clock 

arrival time. 
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Figure 5.3 Improvements of clock tree balancing by selectively inserting delay elements 

 

A recommended action is to run a trial place and route for both tiers with the previous two 

actions, followed by a stack level static timing analysis, to estimate the desired delay value to 

be inserted. Once obtained, two methods are available to instruct the place and route: 

a) Annotating negative input delay in the Synopsys Design Constraints 

Since the Synopsys Design Constraint file is imported to setup the timing analysis and 

design optimization during the physical design, the introduced delay may be annotated to be a 

negative input delay. The negative input delay at the designated bonding bumps is explained 
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as the earlier arrival time resulting that buffers are inserted in the process of physical design 

optimizations. An example of the commands annotating delay for the F2F bus in the step of 

frond-end synthesis is listed below, where the f2f_channel_top_to_bottom_f2f is the input port 

of bottom tier TRF: 

set_input_delay -0.50 –clock $clkname_pmu [get_ports {f2f_channel_top_to_bottom_f2f}] 

There is a challenge for this approach in respect of the proposed 3D physical design flow. 

To avoid the bonding bumps treated as the off-chip I/O pads therefore mapped close to the 

boundary of the layout, the cross-tier ports of the bottom tier are converted to the regular wires 

routed to the top metal layer until the final route stage. This action voids the related 

set_input_delay commands in the Synopsys Design Constraint file, which requires some 

definition of ports. For the bottom tier, the proposed approach is delayed to the route stage 

after the bumps are re-annotated as ports, instead of the design optimizations during the clock 

tree synthesis. Although the top tier is not impacted due to the bump-first topology, the bottom 

tier may suffer from longer CPU time or is unable to resolve the congestion due to the absence 

of the optimization. 

b)  Timing optimization on selective terminals  

Cadence Encounter provides detailed options of customization for the design optimization 

in each stage of the physical design, which are utilized to insert delay elements selectively into 

the paths of interest during the stages of both the clock tree synthesis and the route. A script 

segment of the tool command language conducting post-CTS optimization is shown in Table 

5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Recommended procedure of conducting post-CTS design optimization 

 

 

The first part of the script is to conduct the optimizations for the entire design, which 

includes a series of trial route, checking the violations of design rule, and calculating the timing 

to refine the placement, by changing the location of the standard cells. Since this is the first 

optimization iteration during the physical design, the option of reclaiming area is set to be true, 

and thus, the logic irrelevant with the cross-tier synchronization is fully optimized. In addition, 

the target of hold slack, which is 0.1 ns, is set to the regular value of local paths, 

Thereafter, the options of design optimization are reset, in order to conduct the buffering 

of the cross-tier paths. The optDesign command is customized to apply optimizations on the 

selective terminals, by asserting the -selectedTerms with a file containing the names of the 

nodes, where an example of the entry of the TRF input in the F2F bus file is listed below.  

# Post-CTS optimization for global logic 

setOptMode -holdTargetSlack $holdslack -setupTargetSlack $setupslack 

setOptMode -fixFanoutLoad true 

setOptMode -reclaimArea true 

optDesign -postCTS 

optDesign -postCTS –hold 

# Incremental post-CTS optimization for cross-tier input 

setOptMode -reset 

setOptMode -holdTargetSlack 0.50 -setupTargetSlack $setupslack 

setOptMode -fixFanoutLoad true 

setOptMode -fixHoldAllowOverlap true 

setOptMode -reclaimArea false 

optDesign -postCTS -hold -selectedTerms ../../src/etch/fix_hold_list 
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zzhang18_bottom_tier/F2F_BOT/BOT_STACK/trf_bottom_reg_0__0_/D 

This file is generated by the automated scripts, or the dbGet command in the Cadence 

Encounter to localize the cell pin driven by the cross-tier input, which is illustrated below with 

a wildcard match of signals named as signal_name_f2f: 

dbGet [dbGet -p3 [dbGet -p2 [dbGet top.insts.instTerms {.isInput==1}].net.name 

{signal_name_f2f*}].inst.cell.isTimeDefined 1].name 

The target of hold slack is set to the anticipated global clock skew, while the option of 

reclaiming area is set to be false, in order to keep the previous optimized logic from being 

degraded. For the following steps of optDesign in the route stage, the reclaim area is also set 

as false, to avoid the selective target slack from being overwritten by the global optimization. 

5.3. Flow of stack level static timing analysis 

The objective of the stack level static timing analysis is to evaluate the cross-tier 

synchronization during the iterations of the place and route, thus guiding the timing correction 

of 3D clock tree, as well as to conduct the sanity check of timing in the finalized sign-off. The 

inter-tier variation is a specific challenge raised by 3D integration, especially for the tape-out 

established by the technique of wafer-to-wafer bonding and the small amount of products to 

be delivered. In the proposed topology of the 3D clock tree, the cross-tier clock is evolved 

locally from the shared clock root, with the best efforts of matching local insertion delay, which 

suffers from substantial global clock skews if the stacked dies were in different technology 

corners. In this section, the procedure of static timing analysis will be discussed with respect 

to the following sectors: establishing both local and inter-tier timing checks and verifying the 
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on-chip tiers in heterogeneous design corners. 

1) Prerequisites Files 

The necessary files are listed in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2 Input files of stack level static timing analysis 

Name Comments 

Post-layout Extracted Netlists of Both Tiers 
At least one of the tier should be exported as 

flattened, Verilog format 

Parasitics Extraction of Both Tiers SPEF format 

Dummy Top Level File 
Contains declaration of both tiers and treated 

as the design being checked, Verilog format 

Timing Library for Synopsys Primetime Three technology corners: ss, tt and ff 

 

2) Environment setup and design linking 

The purpose of the top-level Verilog file is to instantiate the extracted netlists. The top 

module is free of glue logic, and the `include statement is utilized to reference both designs. 

Since the native Verilog reader in Synopsys PrimeTime only recognizes limited structures, the 

following application variable would be set to trigger the Verilog preprocessor, to expand the 

directives and create a temporary netlist. 

set_app_var svr_enable_vpp true 

In accordance with the purpose of stack level static timing analysis, the cells of the 

instantiated tier would be able to operate at a number of technology corners. However, the 

conventionally used link_path ties the entire design to the corresponding timing library. The 

link_path_per_instance variable is set to override the link path of specified leaf cell or 

hierarchical instances. For example, the following segment of script shown in Table 5.3 sets 
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the link library of sub-level instance top_tier in the fast corner, while keeps the rest of the 

design of pr_top in the slow corner. Manipulating the heterogeneous link library is the 

prerequisite for setting up the operation corners in a later step. 

Table 5.3 PrimeTime script setting inter-tier variation 

 

 

3) Applying design constraints 

In this step, the definitions of clock sources are applied to the output nodes of clock I/O 

pads, and the propagation of clock signals is declared with set_propagated_clock command. 

The timing checks crossing clock domains are disabled, since the boundaries have been 

buffered with synchronizer, by asserting set_false_path, set_clock_group –asynchronous or -

logically_exclusive. As for the asynchronous design, such as the asynchronous token ring logic 

in the F2B bus, it is treated as either false path to disable the timing arc or co-simulation with 

hSPICE to increase accuracy. Moreover, the directives for enabling a check on signal integrity 

and reading the parasitics file would be set accordingly.  

4) Conducting measurements 

As the global clock skew is mainly contributed by the mismatch of the clock tree between 

the tiers, the inter-tier variation is expected to introduce substantial pressure on the alignment 

of clock arrival time, thus affecting the timing closure. The following scenarios of on-chip 

current_design pr_top 

set link_library   [ concat  $target_library_slow $synthetic_library * ] 

set link_path_per_instance [ list [ list { top_tier } [ concat $target_library_fast 

$synthetic_library * ] ] ] 

link_design -keep_sub_design 
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variation, as are shown in Table 5.4, would be assessed to evaluate the robustness of the 

implemented clock tree, and the methods discussed in the previous sections.  

Table 5.4 List of on-chip variation as measured 

Relationship of Inter-tier Variation  Description 

Typical Bottom, Typical Top 

A general performance expectation of the 

implemented 3D stack, both characterized 

in typical temperature and supply voltage 

Slow Bottom, Fast Top 

Most likely to expose hold violations of 

cross-tier path in the direction of top to 

bottom 

Fast Bottom, Slow Top 

Most likely to expose hold violations of 

cross-tier path in the direction of bottom to 

top, expecting largest global skew 

Slow Bottom, Slow Top 
Evaluate setup constraints of local timing 

path 

Fast Bottom Tier, Fast Top 
Evaluate hold constraints of local timing 

path 

 

The operating conditions for verifying the design have been changed by the following 

command. Based on the documentation of Primetime, the referenced library should be 

consistent with the link path, which explains the link_path_per_instance in the previous 

section. The actual operating condition of the specific instance is validated through report_cell 

–verbose. 

set_operating_conditions $operating_condition_name -library $library_name -object_list 

instance_name/* 

Table 5.5 contains the measurements characterizing the correctness of timing and justifying 
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the outcome of the proposed methods in the 3D stack. The improved results of the proposed 

3D tape-out will be discussed in Section 5.4. A script template of the stack level static timing 

analysis is shown in Appendix C.   

Table 5.5 Measurement of timing in stack level static timing analysis 

Experiments Description 

Maximum Clock Skew and Insertion 

Latency 

Expected to occur to cross-tier path, justify 

the approach of optimization, reported by 

Primetime command report_clock_timing –

type skew / latency 

Global Sanity Check of Hold Constraint 

Verify the timing correctness of proposed 

tape-out, reported by report_timing –

delay_type min 

Hold Slack of Typical Cross-tier Paths 

Verify the cross-tier synchronization, 

reported by repot_timing –delay_type min –

from [sending_flip_flop/CK] –to 

[receiving_flip_flop/D] 

 

5.4. Results 

5.4.1. Facts of two-tier face-to-face bonding tape-out 

The physical design of the proposed tape-out was conducted in the 130 nm technology 

node. Multiple experiments were implemented on two tiers, with face-to-face bonding 

connections. The experiments in the proposed tape-out applying adjustments of cross-tier clock 

tree are listed in Table 5.6. Moreover, the normalized operating conditions referenced in the 
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timing analysis are listed in Table 5.7, which fairly represents the estimate of inter-tier 

variation and are consistent with the settings in the logic synthesis and physical design. 

Table 5.6 Summary of on-chip experiments requiring adjustments of clock tree 

Experiment 
Clock 

Domains 

Clock Trees Requiring Cross-tier 

Synchronization 

Fabscalar Two Core Stack 5 The controller Clock of Embedded F2F bus 

Standalone F2F Bus with 

BIST 
3 The Controller Clock 

F2B bus with BIST 3 The Synchronous Token Ring 

SIMD 1 General Clock 

 

Table 5.7 Normalized operating condition in stack level static timing analysis 

Operating Condition 
Normalized Temperature 

in the scale of Kelvin 
Normalized Voltage 

Fast 0.815 1.1 

Typical 1 1 

Slow 1.25 0.9 

 

The method of adjusting physical clock root was applied to the standalone F2F bus and 

F2B bus, while the rest of the design kept the clock root at the I/O pads. We will compare the 

variance of insertion delay as well as the global clock skew in Section 5.4.3. As for the 

refinement of clock tree specification, the settings of each design are listed in Table 5.8, which 

are obtained through the un-optimized trial run of the clock tree synthesis. The value of inserted 

delay elements or negative input latency in the third method is set to 0.5 ns, at the applicable 

input nodes. 
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Table 5.8 Summary of specification of the optimized clock tree 

Description of Clock 
Minimum 

Insertion Delay 

Maximum 

Insertion Delay 

Maximum 

Skew 

Controller Clock of F2F bus in 

Fabscalar Two Core Stack 
1350 ps 1550 ps 300 ps 

Controller Clock of Standalone F2F 

Bus, Clock of Synchronous Token Ring  

in F2B bus 

750 ps 900 ps 300 ps 

General Clock of SIMD 1100 ps 1300 ps 300 ps 

 

The following analyses are based on the post-layout results, as reported by Primetime with 

the annotation of extracted parasitics. 

5.4.2. Analysis of global sanity check of hold constraints 

The proposed two-tier stack passes the global hold checks in all five conditions of inter-

tier variation. Figure 5.4 shows the clock domains applying to local tier communication, and 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the minimum hold slack reported for the cross-tier clock domains. In the 

single analysis mode, which refers to the operating conditions of FF, TT and SS, the hold slack 

is more constrained as the operating conditions become faster. As for the inter-tier variation 

mode, the hold slack reported in both types of clocks is similar to the result of the correlated 

single analysis mode, which indicates that the minimum hold slack is determined by the paths 

within the local tier in most cases.
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Figure 5.4 Statistics of minimum hold slack – general clocks 
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Figure 5.5 Statistics of minimum hold slack – cross-tier clocks 

5.4.3. Analysis of clock skew and insertion delay 

The clock skew reveals the quality of the mapped clock tree in the scheme of the intra-tier 

communication, whereas the impacts of both clock root and the mismatch of insertion delay in 

the case of the inter-tier synchronization.  

Figure 5.6 shows the maximum skew of the intra-tier clock domains reported in various 

operating conditions. We find that in the modes of both single analysis and inter-tier variation, 

the variance of clock skew of the intra-tier clocks tends to increase slightly, as the operating 

conditions become slower. It is explained by the difference of delay of the exclusive clock tree 
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segment between the nodes, which is amplified as the devices slow down.  

The clock skews involving inter-tier communication are shown in Figure 5.7. The proposed 

optimizations and variation of operating conditions have substantial influences on the behavior 

of clock skews. The clock root that drives the TRF of the standalone F2F bus and the 

synchronous token ring logic of the F2B bus is adjusted with the shared bonding point of the 

stacked tiers, while the rest of the two clocks treat the I/O pads as the clock root in the clock 

tree synthesis. Even though all designs are applied with the approach of the symmetrical local 

insertion delay and the targeted clock skew as discussed in Section 5.2.2 (2), the maximum 

skews of the clocks without adjustment of root are more sensitive to the operating conditions.  

Furtherly, there is an observable bias of the absolute skew in the clock of Fabscalar core 

between the operating conditions of slow-fast and fast-slow, when compared with the clock of 

F2F/F2B bus. It is partially because that the instance on the top tier is not as complex as the 

one in the bottom tier, indicating a smaller depth of the clock tree. Additionally, the clock tree 

in the top tier inherits partial insertion delay from the I/O pad to the bonding point. In the slow-

fast corner, the clock arrival time of the top tier is degraded by the shared clock path in the 

bottom tier so that the global skew is compensated. 
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Figure 5.6 Statistics of maximum hold skew – general clocks 
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Figure 5.7 Statistic of maximum hold skew – cross-tier clocks 
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Figure 5.8 Statistics of maximum clock insertion latency – general clocks 
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Figure 5.9 Statistics of maximum clock insertion delay – cross-tier clocks 
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Figure 5.10 Statistics of minimum hold slack of selective data paths in Face-to-face bus 
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5.5. Case study of clock forwarding in Face-to-face bus 

It is necessary to establish the flow of the 3D clock tree enhancement in respect of the 

experiments in the proposed tape-out. However, there is an alternative to deliver the clock in 

the F2F bus. As shown in Figure 3.6, the clock of TRF in the top tier is bypassed from the 

bottom tier. Instead of synthesizing the separate clock trees with the shared root, the input to 

the switching logic of the top tier is directly driven by the forwarding clock sinks of the coupled 

instance in the bottom tier. With only one clock tree to be synthesized, the global clock skew 

discussed in Section 5.2.1 is mitigated, so that less delay elements are expected.  

Comparing with other on-chip experiments, the F2F bus maintains the following features 

and is uniquely suitable for the deeply coupled clock forwarding. 

1)  Straightforward data path. The cross-tier communication between the adjacent tiers is 

the cross-coupled flip-flops in the TRF, and the boundary towards the local core / BIST 

structure is isolated by handshaking synchronizer. Contrarily, the other experiments have 

heterogeneous and pipelined cross-tier logic, and therefore, are more difficult to be 

accommodated with the procedure. The clock forwarding approach requires the RTL design to 

be modified in order to reflect the purpose of forwarding clock, as well as additional constraints 

in the physical design to maintain hierarchy.   

2) Tight timing constraints. The objective of the F2F bus is to conduct asynchronous and 

fast thread migration. A more elegant clock topology helps reduce the delay elements to 

balance the inter-tier variation, as well as mitigate the transfer latency. 

To explore the benefits from the proposed approach, the standalone F2F bus is updated 
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from the RTL design to the physical layout. A summarized procedure of establishing deeply 

coupled clock forwarding is listed below: 

1) RTL design and synthesis 

The RTL code of the F2F bus is re-structured, to preserve the design intent of forwarding 

the final clock sink driving the local flip-flop in the TRF. The TRF cell is declared to be a 

subsidiary module and is marked as dont_touch in the hierarchical synthesis, instead of the 

original flattened design. 

2) Physical Design 

The physical design flow in the clock forwarding approach is similar to the cited 3D one. 

The clock tree synthesis of the cross-tier clock is skipped in the top tier, as long as the following 

principles are followed: 

a) In the file of the clock tree specification, the list of DoNotAddNewPortModule is 

declared, to avoid the forwarding clocks being derived from the separate clock leaf. 

b) Similarly, setOptMode –addPortAsNeeded in all design optimizations are set to be 

false, to keep hierarchy of the clock tree. 
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(a) Bottom tier 

 

(b) Top Tier 

Figure 5.11 Physical layout of Face-to-face bus with clock forwarding 
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Figure 5.12 Statistics of maximum skew of controller clock with different clock topologies 

 

Figure 5.13 Statistics of hold slack of selective data paths with different clock topologies 
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The demonstrative layouts of the F2F bus with clock forwarding are shown in Figure 5.11. 

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 characterize the comparison of the post-layout timing performance 

between both clock topologies, as reported by Primetime. In the scenarios of inter-tier 

variation, the approach of clock forwarding behaves less skew because the contribution of a 

deep clock tree is eliminated. In addition, by evaluating the hold slack in the single analysis 

mode, the experiment of clock forwarding approach possesses less hold slack indicating a 

shorter data path.  

Furtherly, the comparison of the post-layout area and the bonding bumps between two 

experiments is listed in Table 5.9 excluding the contribution of BIST structure. The budgets of 

footprint and vertical connections are larger in the case of clock forwarding, which are 

primarily due to the duplicated clock bumps and clock switching logic.  

Table 5.9 Properties of Face-to-face bus with different clock topologies  

Experiment 
Standard cell area 

(micron2) 

Count of bonding 

bumps 

Maximum 

Frequency 

Face-to-face bus: 3D 

clock tree 
55.6 k 297 258 MHz 

Face-to-face bus: clock 

forwarding 
78.4 k 437 350 MHz 

 

In summary, the F2F bus achieves better performance from the aspects of quality of clock 

delivery and timing constraints with the clock forwarding approach. However, we anticipate 

that more cross-tier bonding bumps would need to be allocated to the coupled clock nodes, as 

well as the clock gating and switching logic. The additional overheads of vertical connections 

and footprint are proportional to the width of the bus, which is a substantial factor in the 
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scenario of congested design. 

5.6. Summary 

In this chapter, the enhancements of the available physical flow of the two-tier face-to-face 

bonding stack have been discussed, aiming to achieve and verify the timing closure of the 

conducted tape-out. The global clock skew contributed by the mismatch of the clock tree 

synthesis and the inter-tier variation is analyzed, as well as the associated. The timing 

correctness of the conducted layouts is examined and reported by applying the stack level static 

timing analysis. Analysis results illustrate that the implemented two-tier stack passes the timing 

checks in all the corners deserving attention. Furtherly, an optional approach of clock delivery, 

by forwarding the clock sinks to the coupled nodes on the other tier is explored, which is 

uniquely applicable to the F2F bus among the on-chip experiments. It is demonstrated that the 

clock forwarding achieves better timing performance than the approach of mapping clock tree 

with the cost of extra silicon area. 
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Conclusion 

As the silicon technologies advance rapidly, and the Moore’s law faces more challenges, 

the 3DIC solution reveals a promising roadmap of further promoting the integration of the 

state-of-art system-on-chip, together with the better energy efficiency. Consequently, the 

applications specifically driven by the benefits and the challenges of the vertical integration 

need to be thoroughly developed, in order to expedite the implementation and cover the gap of 

the EDA supports. 

In this research work, two bus structures are proposed, in order to exploit the advantages 

of 3DIC technology, as the influence of on-chip interconnect on the performance of system-

on-chip is further emphasized with the scaling of the fabrication process. The F2F bus aiming 

to establish fast and asynchronous thread migration between the micro-processor cores on the 

adjacent tiers is developed. The proposed TRF is customized thoroughly, in order to satisfy the 

requirements of thread migration. In comparison with the conventional CDC approaches, such 

as the flip-flop based synchronizer and the asynchronous FIFO, it presents less hardware 

overheads and transfer latency. The energy efficiency reported in the post-layout results ranges 

from 0.12 – 0.23 pJ / bit, upon the configuration of the bus. The bandwidth of area is reported 

to be 539 Gbps / mm2, revealing the promising density of interconnects offered by the 3D 

bonding techniques even in the node of 130 nm. 

Secondly, the F2B bus aiming to achieve the feature of post-silicon-stacking is presented, 

which extends the picture of plug-n-play to the context of the tier level integration. By 
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reviewing the existing strategies of the on-chip backbone communication, the option of 

multiple parallel shared bus is chosen to maximize the benefits of vertical bonding. Moreover, 

a fully scalable modular arbitration, featuring a mix of the local pre-arbitration and the global 

token ring handshaking is introduced, which shows satisfying arbitrating efficiency and bus 

utilization rate. An experiment containing four logical tiers is then implemented into a two-tier 

face-to-face bonding tape-out, and the performance is evaluated in various configurations 

generated by the BIST structure. 

Furthermore, several enhancements towards the available physical design flow are 

investigated to achieve and verify the timing closure of the conducted 3D tape-out. Based on 

the static timing analysis of the TRF, along with the evaluation of the rest on-chip experiments, 

the cross-tier clock skew contributing by the limitation of EDA tools and the inter-tier variation 

may jeopardize the timing constraints. Therefore, the procedure of balancing the 3D clock tree 

is applied to mitigate the timing hazards. The static timing analysis in the stack level is also 

developed to judge the timing metrics of the routed layouts, which aims to cover the scenario 

where both layouts are in different technology corners. The post-layout results prove that the 

implemented two-tier stack passes the timing checks in all corners deserving attention. 
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Appendix A  

Operation of handshaking signals of latch controller in the 

F2B bus 
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Step 8: Latch 1 is opaque, returns to the initial state 
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Appendix B  

Pseudo code of the token ring segment 

if (reset is true and this instance locates highest inbound) 
    generate available token; 
else  
    receive from previous ring stage; 
    if (request is true) 
        if (token arrives) 
            if(token is available) 
                absorb token; 
                acknowledge grant; 
                record token as absorbed by itself; 
            else 
                if (LPU indicates sticky to this channel) 
                    standby until available token arrives; 
                    absorb token; 
                    acknowledge grant; 
                    record token as absorbed by itself; 
                else 
                    acknowledge not_grant; 
                    standby until request withdrawn; 
    else 
        if (token arrives and recorded as absorbed by itself) 
            release token; 
            withdraw grant; 
            clear record; 
    propagate processed token to next stage; 
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Appendix C  

Template of stack level static timing analysis 

##################################################### 
# Template of stack level timing analysis 
# 
# This file describes the flow of stack level  
# timing analysis of two-tier post-layout design in  
# the single analysis mode and inter-tier variation. 
#  
# 05/07/2016 Zhenqian Zhang (zzhang18@ncsu.edu) 
#    
#   Based on PrimeTime STA Script of 
#   4/11/2011 W. Rhett Davis (rhett_davis@ncsu.edu) 
# 
##################################################### 
 
##################################################### 
# Environment setup 
##################################################### 
 
# declare the operating conditions of each tier 
# syntax: bottom_tier, top_tier 
# t = typical corner, f = fast corner, s = slow corner 
# the following command refers to the bottom tier is fast and top tier is 
slow 
set oc fs 
 
# information of top level netlists 
# the top level netlist contains instantiation of both post-layout 
netlists, 
# if contains the sub-level module with same name, either of the design 
should be flattened 
set NETLIST_DIR_TOP  `_YOUR_TOP_LEVEL_NETLIST_PATH_ 
set netlist_file_top `_YOUR_TOP_LEVEL_NETLIST_NAME_ 
set mod_name `_YOUR_TOP_LEVEL_DESIGN_NAME_ 
 
# set the number of digits to be used for delay results 
set report_default_significant_digits 4 
 
# set the library path 
set STD_LIB_DIR `_YOUR_STANDARD_CELL_LIBRARY_PATH_ 
 
# set path of other referenced library, such as IO and RAM macros 
set RAM_LIB_DIR `_YOUR_RAM_LIBRARY_PATH_ 
set IO_LIB_DIR `_YOUR_IO_LIBRARY_PATH_ 
 
# set the name of the referenced standard cell library in each timing 
corner  
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set std_lib_typical ${TDP_LVT_DIR}/`_YOUR_TYPICAL_CORNER_LIBRARY_ 
set std_lib_fast    ${TDP_LVT_DIR}/`_YOUR_FAST_CORNER_LIBRARY_ 
set std_lib_slow    ${TDP_LVT_DIR}/`_YOUR_SLOW_CORNER_LIBRARY_ 
 
set lib_name_typical `_NAME_OF_YOUR_TYPICAL_CORNER_LIBRARY_ 
set lib_name_fast `_NAME_OF_YOUR_FAST_CORNER_LIBRARY_ 
set lib_name_slow `_NAME_OF_YOUR_SLOW_CORNER_LIBRARY_ 
 
 
# set the name of the referenced misc. library 
set ram_libs_typical "${RAM_LIB_DIR}/`_YOUR_TYPICAL_RAM_LIBRARY_1_ 
${RAM_LIB_DIR}/`_YOUR_TYPICAL_RAM_LIBRARY_2_ " 
set io_lib_typical $IO_LIB_DIR/`_YOUR_TYPICAL_IO_LIBRARY_ 
set io_lib_fast $IO_LIB_DIR/`_YOUR_FAST_IO_LIBRARY_ 
set io_lib_slow $IO_LIB_DIR/`_YOUR_SLOW_IO_LIBRARY_ 
 
# set the target library of each corner 
# the target library includes the standard cell and the misc libraries 
set target_library_typical [concat $std_lib_typical $ram_libs_typical 
$io_lib_typical] 
set target_library_fast [concat $std_lib_fast $ram_libs_typical 
$io_lib_fast] 
set target_library_slow [concat $std_lib_slow $ram_libs_typical 
$io_lib_slow] 
 
# set the synthetic library variable to enable use of desigware blocks 
set synthetic_library [list `_YOUR_DW_LIBRARY_PATH_] 
 
# set the number of cores to use 
set_host_options -max_cores 16 
 
##################################################### 
# Link post-layout design 
##################################################### 
 
# set the following variable to true to allow the pre-processing of built-
in Verilog parser 
# thus the directives of include can be recognized 
set svr_enable_vpp true 
 
# read top level netlist 
read_verilog ${NETLIST_DIR_TOP}/${netlist_file_top} 
current_design $mod_Name 
 
# link design based on the defined operating corner 
if {$oc eq "tt"} { 
    set link_library   [concat  $target_library_typical $synthetic_library 
*] } 
elseif {$oc eq "ff"} { 
    set link_library   [concat  $target_library_fast $synthetic_library 
*] } 
elseif {$oc eq "ss"} { 
    set link_library   [concat  $target_library_slow $synthetic_library 
*] } 
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elseif {$oc eq "sf"} { 
    set link_library   [concat  $target_library_slow $synthetic_library *] 
    set link_path_per_instance [list [list 
{`_YOUR_TOP_TIER_INSTANCE_NAME_} [concat $target_library_fast 
$synthetic_library *]]] } 
elseif {$oc eq "fs"} { 
    set link_library   [concat  $target_library_fast $synthetic_library *] 
    set link_path_per_instance [list [list 
{`_YOUR_TOP_TIER_INSTANCE_NAME_} [concat $target_library_slow 
$synthetic_library *]]] } 
else { 
    puts stderr "Operating Corner Incorrect!" 
    exit 
} 
link_design -keep_sub_design 
 
##################################################### 
# Design Constraints 
##################################################### 
 
# set simulation start time 
set begintime [clock seconds] 
 
# create and propagate clocks based on the designs on-chip 
# based on the current topology, the clock is fed from I/O pads in bottom 
tier 
# examples are shown below to create clocks for the proposed Face-to-face 
bus 
create_clock -name CLK_BOT [get_pins die_etch/pi_zzhang18_clk_bottom_i/Y]  
-period 8  -waveform {0 4} 
create_clock -name CLK_TOP [get_pins die_etch/pi_zzhang18_clk_top_i/Y]  -
period 8  -waveform {0 4} 
create_clock -name CLK_THIRD [get_pins die_etch/pi_zzhang18_clk_third_i/Y]  
-period 6  -waveform {0 3} 
set_propagated_clock [get_clocks {CLK_BOT CLK_TOP CLK_THIRD}] 
 
# create constraints as the design purpose, such as logically exclusive 
clock domains 
set_false_path -from [get_clocks CLK_BOT] -to [get_clocks {CLK_TOP 
CLK_THIRD}] 
set_false_path -from [get_clocks CLK_TOP] -to [get_clocks {CLK_BOT 
CLK_THIRD}] 
set_false_path -from [get_clocks CLK_THIRD] -to [get_clocks {CLK_TOP 
CLK_BOT}] 
 
# set misc enviroment variables 
set timing_disable_clock_gating_checks true 
set si_enable_analysis true 
set read_parasitics_load_location true 
 
# read parasitics file for the instance of each tier in the top level 
netlist 
read_parasitics -keep_capacitive_coupling -format spef 
`_YOUR_BOTTOM_TIER_SPEF_FILE_ -path `_YOUR_BOTTOM_TIER_INSTANCE_NAME_ 
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read_parasitics -keep_capacitive_coupling -format spef 
`_YOUR_TOP_TIER_SPEF_FILE_ -path `_YOUR_TOP_TIER_INSTANCE_NAME_ 
 
# force the operating conditions to be consistent with the setting of 
linking design 
# necessary for the case of inter-tier variation 
# the following codes assumes the operating conditions defined in the 
library is same as its name 
if {$oc eq "sf"} { 
    set_operating_conditions $lib_name_fast -library $lib_name_fast -
object_list `_YOUR_TOP_TIER_INSTANCE_NAME_/* } 
elseif {$oc eq "fs"} { 
    set_operating_conditions $lib_name_fast -library $lib_name_fast -
object_list `_YOUR_TOP_TIER_INSTANCE_NAME_/* } 
 
     
##################################################### 
# Measurements 
##################################################### 
 
# report the operating condition and summary of cell  
report_cell -verbose 
 
# report the clock summary containing insertion delay and clock skew 
report_clock_timing -type summary > ${oc}/clcok_summary_${oc}.rpt 
 
# report the minimum hold slack of declared clock domains 
report_timing -delay_type min -from [get_clocks CLK_BOT] > 
${oc}/global_hold_${oc}_clk_bottom.rpt 
report_timing -delay_type min -from [get_clocks CLK_TOP] > 
${oc}/global_hold_${oc}_clk_top.rpt 
report_timing -delay_type min -from [get_clocks CLK_THIRD] > 
${oc}/global_hold_${oc}_clk_third.rpt 
 
# report the hold slack of selective cross-tier data paths 
# the following codes characterize a data path within the proposed Face-
to-face bus 
report_timing -delay_type min -from [get_pins 
die_handle/zzhang18_top_tier/F2F_TOP/TOP_STACK/trf_top_reg_23__0_/CK] -to 
[get_pins 
die_etch/zzhang18_bottom_tier/F2F_BOT/BOT_STACK/trf_bottom_reg_23__0_/D] > 
${oc}/path_${oc}_f2f_t2b.rpt 
report_timing -delay_type min -to [get_pins 
die_handle/zzhang18_top_tier/F2F_TOP/TOP_STACK/trf_top_reg_23__0_/D] -from 
[get_pins 
die_etch/zzhang18_bottom_tier/F2F_BOT/BOT_STACK/trf_bottom_reg_23__0_/CK] 
> ${oc}/path_${oc}_f2f_b2t.rpt 
 
 
# set simulation end time and report completion  
set endtime [clock seconds] 
set timestr [timef [expr $endtime-$begintime]] 
puts "Stack level STA completed successfully (elapsed time: $timestr 
actual)" 


